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July 18, 2006 … 7:30 PM

From the main stage, Terri spotted Leo as he confidently strode into the club
adorned in his signature plum velour jogging suit and loafers. With his paunch
mid-section, balding salt-n-pepper afro, and thick-rimmed glasses, the man
was about as forgettable as a guy could be in South Florida. This, however, was
Tuesday night at The Stallion and Leo Levine was a stud … at least that was
what Terri wanted him to believe.

For two to three hours on the eve of each day after Monday, his wife’s
weekly Oprah Book Club and Chianti summit, Leo was Denzel Washington,
George Clooney, Matthew McConaughey … whoever he cared to be so long as
the money was green and flowing. Brandishing a wit as sharp as mild Vermont
cheddar and the poise of a Boca Raton dinner theater band leader, this geneti-
cally fated middle management accountant paid the ladies of The Stallion to
join him on what “Big” Leo imagined to be a magic carpet ride—once literally
when a particularly humid Miami night caused the glue on his rug to disen-
gage in the dismayed grip of one Sierra Glades. He went au natural with his
hair style ever since.

Located in one of the many aging, faceless strip malls in North Miami, The
Stallion was a throwback, your classic Beer & Boobs bar that stood as a land-
mark to frat boys, bikers, pro athletes, rock icons, and out-of-town business
execs alike. There was no “Gentlemen’s Club” pretense, cigar humidor, or
bathroom attendant handing out moist toilettes with a spritz of Drakkar Noir.
The attitude was full-caliber, the furniture vintage ’70s kitchenette, the walls
festooned with St. Pat’s and Cinco de Mayo beer posters of decades past, the
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carpet disgusting, and the sound & light system straight off a Van Halen tour
bus.

It was the kind of joint where the creatures came out at night, late at night.
Guys like Leo and the commuter shift on a Tuesday evening were what most
dancers tried to avoid. Terri Winston never was like most; she had other plans.

“Looking luscious tonight,” ogled Leo as he sauntered up to Terri who
danced under the stage name Tiara Divine. She welcomed him stage side,
naked with a half grin and squatted as The Cult’s “Love Removal Machine”
winded down. One thing Terri liked about Leo was that he did not require
insincere charm or fake smiles; he never made eye contact.

Regulars like Leo were exactly what Terri was looking for: manageable. The
most he would ever do was brush a nipple with the back of his hand or awk-
wardly massage a dancer’s knee in between lap dances. The one time he did try
and get frisky and slide a hand up Ginger’s thigh, all she had to do was rap him
on the offending wrist and scold him like a bad puppy … coughed up a ten
dollar tip he was so embarrassed. He knew the rules and was willing to pay.
Tonight she would start her play to see just how much.

“Had a great day at the dog track, sweetie,” Leo boasted. “Know anywhere I
can spend it?”

Spinning on her heel, Terri turned to give Leo a prime rear view and then,
with a slight spread of her legs, bent over to sweeten the pot. Standing 5'10"
with sun-streaked auburn hair and a bikini model’s body, she was perhaps the
most naturally beautiful woman to ever gleam the pole at The Stallion.

“Question answered?” she teased with an upside-down, devilish grin from
between her legs.

“With an exclamation point,” came the eager response and $10 tip slipped
in her garter. Terri knew he already had a hard-on; Leo’s eyes bulged at the
same time his pants did.

“See you in our booth,” he added loud enough to try and impress the few
scraggily patrons in his general vicinity. A less than enthusiastic mouth belch
was all he could generate from a pony-tailed mechanic in Dickies.

From the outside, many would look at Terri standing naked on this stage
before a room full of ogling men and see a trashy bimbo, lost soul in need of
salvation, empty shell hardened by life’s harsh realities, or all of the above.
They might imagine she came from a broken home, a victim of sexual abuse,
or an orphan abandoned by an addict mother and criminal father left to be
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raised by “the system.” How else could one explain such a beautiful woman
degrading herself this way?

Terri’s explanation was simple: she was on this stage using her best assets to
build a better life. Sure, growing up her home life could have been better. Yes,
she made some bad choices in her life, but none of those tragically fabulous
stripper stereotypes applied to Terri. As she saw it, dancing at The Stallion did
not mean her life was spiraling downward, but instead, aspiring forward.

Self-reliance was something Terri learned from her parents at an early age,
unintentional as the lesson was. She never thought of Chuck and Harriet Win-
ston as horrible folks; they were just more interested in themselves and get rich
quick schemes than being parents. Both did what they needed to keep her
clean, healthy and socially adjusted to the point she wouldn’t kill herself or
others. Terri’s wardrobe was always current, Mom baked brownies for the PTA
bake sale once a year, Dad took their only child to church on Easter and Christ-
mas, and they stayed generally aware of Terri’s whereabouts. Beyond that,
however, Ma and Pa Winston were indifferent.

When Terri felt her first baby tooth getting loose in its socket, she went con-
cerned to Daddy to find out why. He patted her on the head, told her it was
nature’s way, and recommended she stop by the nurse’s office at school the
next day to get a reassuring medical explanation why. Mom did the same when
Terri got her period, though she at least took the time to point out the applica-
tion directions on the Tampax box before sending her in to see the nurse.

Perhaps the best example was the Krissy Roengart incident. Big for her age
in both size and mouth, Krissy ruled the fourth grade playground with an iron
fist that she was not shy about using. When she learned Terri’s parents ran
their own paranormal extermination service aimed at exorcizing “every-day
ghouls for every-day Americans,” a scam the Winstons hatched up after seeing
“The Amityville Horror,” she took to calling Terri “Scary Terri” and regularly
punched her in the stomach to see if Terri was real or a ghost. Upon showing
her bruised ribs and relaying to her parents what was happening, Chuck and
Harriet marched right into Terri’s school and lectured her class on exactly what
their company SPOOKINATORS offered, sending all the kids home with bro-
chures and 20%-off coupons to share with their parents, neighbors and
extended family.

So it was that Terri came to form her world view. Cloaked in Smurf pajamas
in the back of the “Spook Coupe,” the Winstons’ rundown RV they patrolled
the West Virginia countryside with (they based SPOOKINATORS in West Virginia
since this was the land of John Brown’s ghost, Chief Cornstalk’s Curse, the
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Mothman, the poltergeist of the Charles Washington Inn, the ghosts of the
Jennings gang, and the Screaming Jenny … a market primed to believe in
things that go bump in the night), Terri listened from the shadows as her par-
ents concocted stories and dubious schemes to profit on people’s perceptions,
fears, and dreams. She also learned first-hand when her parents used her as the
“seer child” to close the deal—their anti-paranormal combat techniques, spec-
ter eradication devices, and mail-order PhDs in Paranormal Science from the
University of Transylvania not enough to win over skeptical clients. Terri was
“the one who could sense and see what others were blind to.”

What she saw was the simple truth that if you wanted to get ahead in this
world, you relied on yourself and used what you had to get there. She could
not count on Mommy, Daddy, or anyone else for that matter to make it hap-
pen; it was up to her. At critical points in her life when she forgot that truth
was when she got in trouble, her current position a result of such a lapse in
judgment.

A mistake may have put her on this stage, but as they say, everything hap-
pens for a reason. Terri believed her capacity to recognize, react, and respond
to circumstance guided her destiny. Just as there was a reason she was born to
Chuck and Harriet, there was purpose to be found under the lights and in the
shadows. Here she was learning how to honestly deliver the fantasy, and unlike
her parents, she would make sure her clients always got something for their
money, fleeting as it may be. Her ability to do that, to make the fantasy real,
was precisely what both Tiara and Terri were banking on to get to the next
stage.

“All night long, baby,” Leo hummed as he spotted Terri approaching. “It’s
more than just a song by Lionel Richie.”

As she glided towards “their” booth in nothing but a champagne thong,
glistening fresh from a three song set, Terri focused on the plan at hand. Tim-
ing was everything, and tonight the time was right. Leo was in a particularly
good mood, primed as evidenced by the $20 playfully perched across his nose.
She would be delicate yet precise, employing the surgeon’s touch she now used
to remove the crisp bill from Leo’s schnozz with only her breasts.

“We’re going to party tonight, baby,” Leo cooed. “The puppies at Flagler
gonna treat your puppies right. What ya drinking?”

Leo snapped his fingers for a waitress with the attempted flair of a Jazz Age
playboy at The Plaza. Grumpy Glenda grudgingly trudged forward from her
post in the shadows.
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“Yes, Mr. Levine,” she sighed.
“A magnum of your finest Chablis,” bid Leo, a ten spot awkwardly thrust

into Glenda’s circulation restricting garter.
“Jug of Gallo coming right up,” Glenda replied as she lumbered off, pulling

the ten from her garter and wiping Leo’s residue from her thigh.
Oblivious, his eyes racing up and down Terri’s body like Ben Johnson at the

’88 Olympics, Leo thumped the naugahyde padded bench signaling Terri to
slink in next to him. “So what’s shaking?” he ogled.

Terri had to pick just the right opening. Moving too quickly might blow the
deal. She needed to work him up slow and steady so there would be no way he
could stop. “Me for you,” she sighed with smoky eyes as she curled up next to
him.

“Ya miss me?” smiled Leo to Terri’s breasts.
Terri said nothing, she didn’t need to. The routine was typical: Leo would

stare at her chest, randomly blurt out crass lines he picked up from on-
demand cable porn and then Terri would embark on a lap dance-a-thon until
the cash was gone.

“These should be in movies, baby,” said the top of Leo’s head.
“Your glasses are going to crack if you stare at them any harder there, Ebert.”
“But these are Golden Globes,” Leo snorted, his own under-developed

man-breasts jiggling as a soundless laughing spasm took hold. “Get it, ‘Golden
Globes?’ I was speaking about movies and ‘Golden Globes.’”

His eyes quickly darted to Terri’s, confirming she was enjoying his sparkling
sense of humor. A confirming smile sent them back to their task.

“Quick with the jokes you are, Leo. Always a step ahead.” She slowly started
her play.

“What’s life if you can’t laugh a little? Tips rolling in good tonight?”
This was all part of a regular’s routine. He knew the score; he wasn’t just

some sap walking in starry-eyed off the street. Terri was his girl, but a lady has
to pay the rent, and a player like Leo could dig that. In fact, he wanted to make
sure she was doing the business, lots of it. The more green the better; it meant
he was that much more of a big dog when she was stuck on him like static
cling.

“Kinda slow, but you’re gonna change that, right, stud?” Terri said as she
straddled him and Steven Tyler hissed “Sweet Emotion” across the bar.

“Oh yeah,” was all the top of Leo’s head could muster.
Six songs and a half a jug of Gallo later, Terri sat smoking a cigarette and

Leo wheezed to catch his breath. Timing would be everything.
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“Meant what I said about you always being a step ahead, Big Leo. You
always come in a winner from the track.”

“I know how to pick them, doll. Look at you.”
“You ready for more?” Terri eyed him as she moved to get back on top.
“Soon enough,” he shifted in his seat. Terri made sure that last chorus of

Motley Crue’s “Girls, Girls, Girls” took the starch out of his whites. “Sip some
wine and give Big Leo a chance to catch his breath.”

“It just fascinates me how you always know exactly where to put your
money.”

“I know exactly where to put more than just money, honey,” again, the
man-breasts bobbing with glee. Terri felt lunch rising in the back of her throat,
but the game was on.

“I’m sure of that,” she swallowed, regaining her focus. “But sure things are
hard to find, like your bets at the track.”

“I’ll bet you can find something hard,” Leo grinned, his breath coming back
for the next round of the dance-a-thon. Terri would have to move quickly
before she lost the moment … and stomach contents.

She eyed him over her wine glass, his eyes back at their task. She was going
to give him something better than any lap dance he ever fantasized. Now she
just needed to convince him.

“Leo, tell me how you pick them.”
“Well, if it’s one thing I know, Tiara, its great puppies, and when I …”
“Up here,” Terri interrupted, waiting for his eyes to find hers. He stopped.

“Tell me how you do it, and please, call me Terri. That’s my real name.”
She played the “real name” card to raise the stakes. He could fold, but Leo

was a gambler. That’s what she was betting on.
His demeanor receded, eyes now studying her. “What’s the interest, babe?”

He didn’t use Terri, he wasn’t ready. She softened.
“I’m just curious, that’s all. You seem to do so good with money, and well,

I’m just trying to figure out what to do with all my tips, and …”
“You don’t want to put your money into gambling,” regaining his comfort

as pimp daddy. “That’s just how I play with my pocket change.”
“Wow, that’s just pocket change to you?” She began to stroke his thigh as

she stroked his ego.
“Sure, my real money is in investments.”
“Like stocks and bonds and yachts?”
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“Something like that. The key, Terri, is to diversify your portfolio.” His con-
fidence was building like the bulge in his pants. He now new her real name. He
was in … and so was she.

“I’ve been looking at some opportunities in real estate. I mean, we’re in
Florida,” Terri smiled. The hook was set.

“It is a hot market,” Leo paused, “and speaking of hot …”
Terri took her cue and rose to the sound of Jane’s Addiction “Been Caught

Stealing.” She swayed in front him, eyes closed, as synthesized dogs barked.
When Terri looked down she found him looking … at her. Did it, just like that.
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July 20, 2006 … 11:30 AM

Fresh-cut calla lilies were the very essence of sophistication and style. Simply
put, they emanated class. To be without was to be without taste. One might as
well throw dog dirt on the floor and greet guests with a plunger fixed atop
one’s head. Certainly, Candida Ramundo would de-bone any prick who dared
begrudge her daily fresh cut calla lilies. It was uncivilized.

Sedgwick knew better, that’s why he hired her. She was to get the job done
and he was stay out of her way. That was the arrangement; that was her man-
date.

Her eyes scanned the sales floor stopping just for an instant to admire one
of fourteen calla lily arrangements surrounding her. All seemed to be per-
fect—flowers in place, linens starched crisp, silver polished, champagne
chilled, and the staff was pouring the fresh squeezed orange juice through
cheesecloth for a second time per her instruction. Yes, the stage seemed to be
set … but what the?!?

Candida stormed over to the server. “Who do you think you are?”
The girl couldn’t have been more than twenty-two, pretty, blonde, and

courteous, most likely a college student working her way through school.
Some might have considered that, along with her co-ed cuteness and perky
bosoms, and allowed youth and inexperience as an excuse. Those were the
same unrefined laggards who accepted mediocrity.

“Pardon me?”
“Did you not receive the preparation instructions?”
“Yes, madam, I did, and I …”
“Then you have no excuse.”
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“I’m sorry, excuse for what?”
“I specifically instructed all female servers to wear black tailored pumps,

and you have the audacity to step in here wearing wedge heels?”
Blondie looked like a deer in the headlights. If an assault rifle was close at

hand it would have been used for the slaughter. Candida never understood
bow hunters.

“I had to. I, I broke my right ankle four months ago and it’s …”
“How did you break it?”
“Uh, kite surfing.”
“What?”
“Kite surfing. You know, at the beach, folks strapped to those big parachute

looking things in the sky, riding on a surf board along the shoreline. That’s kite
surfing. I’ve been seriously riding for about a year.”

She smiled meekly, hoping to bond in the act of sharing knowledge. The
only problem was that Candida did not like to be told anything by anybody,
particularly campus Barbies.

“Well, you now will have time to get extremely serious about your surfing.
You’re fired, and by the way,” Candida added with a hiss, “if you could ride
worth a shit you’d know how to bail without busting a pin!”

Terri casually strummed her nails across the green onyx top of the recep-
tionist desk, waiting until Candida finished verbally disemboweling the server.
She was one scary woman, possessing an intensity that would have fired her
parents’ spectergraph through the roof of the Spook Coupe.

Candida Ramundo was easy to work with, so long as one unquestioningly
worked for her. She could be unreasonable, irrational, a sadistic task master,
and nuclear with rage, but she was the best. For almost twenty years she had
been playing the real estate game in South Florida. Whomever or whatever the
opponent—questionable location, delayed entitlements, environmentalist
interference, sagging economy—Candida would find the perfect pitch to win.

Now, an estimated $750 million in real estate sales later, Candida stood at
the helm of her most ambitious project ever. This luxury high-rise would be
the job to take her over the $1 billion mark and beyond if the market would
only hold long enough. Achieving that feat and banking her 5% commission in
spite of recent indicators that signaled a cooling of the housing market meant
zero margin of error. Wedge heels would not be tolerated on a tailored pump
day.
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Candida turned and spotted Terri. Fresh from the server slaughter, she
might as well keep her claws out. There was a spark of potential in this one,
and she hoped Terri could be the lynchpin in the alternate plan to insure her $1
billion in sales was achieved, though the promise was dimming.

With a flip of the index finger she motioned for Terri to approach. “Confer-
ence room, Ms. Winston.”

Terri waited until Candida gestured for her to sit. The room was straight
out of an Architectural Digest feature; the entire 10,000 square foot sales center
was for that matter down to the teak shelved janitor’s closet. “Every detail
counts,” Candida counseled, “because buyers count every detail.”

The floors were Mexican coquina limestone with burled Brazilian rosewood
inlays which mirrored the ceiling’s double-step soffit, each level accented with
an elegantly profiled marble crown moulding. An Adriana Hoyos designed
conference table with coco inlay and meditation stone centerpiece stood as the
room’s focal point, warmly lit by an elegant, hand-blown Venetian chandelier.
The walls were done in an ashen goat’s milk Italian plaster and each was
adorned with an original oil Candida commissioned up-and-coming artists
across South Florida to create especially for this job. “These one-of-a-kind
works of art will one day call South Florida’s most exclusive address home …
what about you?” was the trial close Candida trained her reps to use as they
moved a customer into the conference room for the close.

Terri sat. She had yet to use that line or bring a deal into this room, and she
knew that was why Candida called her in here. The first word needed to be
hers.

“Candida, I know why you called me in here, and I am glad you did.”
A slight tilt of the head indicated Terri should proceed.
“I realize you and Mr. Sedgwick put a great deal of effort into the success of

this project and have no tolerance for non-performers … especially me. Until
today, you would have had good reason to categorize me as such.”

“Until today?” came the measured response.
“Yes, until today. I’ve got the deal.”
“With your dog track accountant?”
“He spends a good bit of his free time at the dog track, yes, but he’s an

accountant for a South American import company. Tremendous referral
potential.”

Candida shook off the correction, unimpressed. “Where’s the contract?”
“I confirmed all the details with him yesterday and he’ll be in tomorrow

afternoon to sign.”
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“So you do not have the deal.”
“He said he will be …”
“Let’s speak in actualities,” Candida broke in. “‘He said’ does not equal ‘He

signed.’ What you have, Ms. Winston, is the potential of a deal which is no
greater accomplishment than what you had the day we hired you.”

“Yes, but I …”
“You will not interrupt me.” Candida allowed a moment of silence to rein-

force her position. “As I was saying, you have the potential, the same potential
you possessed when we decided to take a risk, approached you with this
unique opportunity, and provided the resources to secure your real estate
license. The same potential you have had at every event we have hosted with
prospective buyers. The same potential you have carried in with you to every
real estate brokerage office I have introduced you to. Yes, the same potential
you have woken up with each morning and gone to bed with each evening over
the past four months you have been under my employ.”

Terri tried to calmly return Candida’s stare, the only response she could
deliver with conviction. Any other reaction would surely bring about immedi-
ate termination.

“All that potential, Ms. Winston, gone unrealized. The fact is, despite your
claims, the only thing you actually have is nothing. Am I correct?”

“Until 4 PM tomorrow you will be.”
“Very well then,” a thin smile appreciating Terri’s own brand of determined

confidence. “Tomorrow at 4PM you show me a signed deal or I show you the
door.”

Terri nodded agreement. Leo better be on time.
“Now, go touch up your face and let’s see a bit more cleavage. We’ve got 50

members of the Ft. Lauderdale Men’s Executive Leadership Council due here
in ten minutes.”
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A Historical Interlude

The history of Florida real estate is indeed the history of the state itself. Since
Ponce de Leon came looking for a fountain of youth only to get lost and shot
by natives, this has been a land of unseen consequences. On the surface she is
beauty, paradise found and fortune’s reward. Look closer, brush away her
sugar-sand glaze, and you know her to be difficult, unrelenting, deadly, and
unforgiving.

Since time untold Florida’s lure has been the easy score, the super lotto jack-
pot billboard along I-95, which has drawn the dreams and demise of many a
man. Be it the conquistador Hernando de Soto hopelessly scouring the coast-
line for treasure troves of silver and gold, or a pasty-faced freshman from Ohio
State armed with a killer fake ID trolling the Spring Break haunts of Daytona
desperate to get laid, here possibility and reality rarely share the same beach
towel. Many have come thinking they could tame, control, and possess her for
the bounty of their own fortunes only to be caught in a riptide and left broken
in mind, body, and spirit.

For the first 400 years of the state’s official existence, many came with grand
plans and only a few actually achieved some form of success. The Spanish,
French, Spanish, British, Spanish again and then fledgling U.S. government all
failed, President Andrew Jackson to the tune of $20 million while sacrificing
thousands of lives in a quest to remove Native Americans from their land in
order to make room for whitey. Indeed, Florida has always been a land that
welcomes everyone yet is home to few.

In the 1870s, residents from northern states began visiting Florida as tour-
ists to enjoy the state’s natural beauty and mild climate. Transportation began
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to flourish, buoyed in large part by the state’s Internal Improvement Act. This
lucrative piece of legislation offered cheap or free public land to investors,
attracting men like Henry Flagler and Henry B. Plant who built lavish hotels
near the railroad lines they injected throughout the state.

Ah yes, “The Investor,” a much heralded breed of pioneer unique and
beloved in Sunshine State lore … past, present, and future. Sure, Tennessee has
its Davy Crockett and Pennsylvania its Daniel Boone, icons regaled in coon-
skin caps and steeped in the American spirit, but Florida celebrates the frontier
bankrolls of men like Flagler and Plant who made settling new lands look good
… and obscenely profitable. These trailblazers came dressed in three-piece
custom tailored suits brandishing wads of cash. From behind hand-carved
mahogany desks they deployed thousands and lost the lives of hundreds in the
course of developing an infrastructure that would uniquely cater to the winter
vacation needs of the wealthy.

In the course of creating these opulent resort getaways, they opened oppor-
tunity and passage for working class northern immigrants to labor and enjoy
the glories of Florida as well. After all, someone who was not colored or Semi-
nole needed to work the front desk. So while Florida’s founding fathers may
not have sacrificed their lives at the Alamo in the pursuit of independence, and
instead died falling down the stairs of their Palm Beach mansion, these heroes
of the Sunshine State offered their vision and the back-breaking efforts of
nameless thousands to forge a route that today millions can follow as they pick
up their rental mini-van at the Alamo counter and set off on their own week-
long magical Florida adventure.

By the turn of the century, Florida’s population and wealth potential
seemed as endless as its white sand beaches. Hungry land developers emerged
rolling and writhing from Biscayne Bay to feast like sharks on the virtual smor-
gasbord while the prosperity brought on by the end of World War I enabled
more Americans to own automobiles and travel to Florida to join the feast.

Many of these visitors stayed on, chum in the water for the land sharks, and
exotic projects sprang up across Florida like the Melaleuca trees developers
imported to suck the swamps dry in order to build homes for these permanent
vacationers. Others among the freshly relocated discovered brand new “water-
front” imported miles inland by industrious builders who dredged canals
through what was once landlocked. Real estate developments of all shapes and
sizes quickly attracted equally diverse buyers, these new Floridians all bran-
dishing the keen ability to be easily separated from their money in the hopes of
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making much more. Land in Florida appreciated, sold, inflated, and sold
again.

Then Florida’s economic bubble burst. Money and credit ran out. Banks
and investors abruptly stopped trusting the “paper” millionaires. Severe hurri-
canes swept through the state in 1926 and 1928. Markets crashed like the surf
on Cocoa Beach, the tide quickly receded and pulled its treasures back as well.

To the beauty of her shores, however, the tide always returns in a rush.
Palms sway a seductive dance, further inviting the caress of long-traveled trop-
ical breezes. Breezes wash away worry and concern, their salty sweetness an
elixir. Like moths to a flame: what attracts can ultimately destroy. Florida may
burn, bite, sting, scorch, flood, topple, and overrun, but the lure of each is why
they come, and keep coming in gathering swarms.

And since World War II, the tide has only kept rising. Yes, there have been
moments of rest—interest rate spikes, S&L scandals, illegal immigrant deluges,
and hurricanes—all but a lull to be followed by an even bigger wave. By land,
sea, and air, between 500 and 1,000 families a day come to make Florida their
home.

The families coming in the 1950s and 1960s found homes that reflected
their practicality and common sense. Lacking the affectation and excess of
their Jazz Age predecessors, these were solid structures built of concrete block
with low profiles, humble designs not wishing to rile the economic and
cyclonic storms that leveled their lofty ancestors. Grids of them were devel-
oped, and block by block they began to sprawl around Tampa, St. Petersburg,
Orlando, Jacksonville, Ft. Lauderdale, West Palm Beach, and Fort Myers. In
Miami, sprawl came as well, but it was colored with an art deco flair, the
“Magic City” always doing things its own way.

Younger families began making the pilgrimage southward in greater num-
bers with the opening of the Magic Kingdom in October, 1971. As the decade
continued, bolstered by thriving tourism across the generations and relative
calm on both the economic and meteorological fronts, the homes themselves
began to sprawl, regain some of their grandeur, and both the Mediterranean
ranch and “condo craze” were born. “Leave it to a Georgia Boy to screw Flor-
ida,” was a common sentiment shared later that decade, however, as the Carter
years and accompanying oil embargos, inflation, and unemployment caused
both tourism and real estate to decelerate into the Eighties.

Moderate growth continued throughout the decade until Hurricane
Andrew hit in 1992. Considered the most devastating storm in South Florida’s
history, the rebuilding Andrew left in its wake ironically gave a nitrous blast to
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the Florida real estate industry that fired it skyward like a rocket into the new
millennium. Good ole boys and pick-up truck developers were replaced by
Harvard MBAs and multi-billion dollar corporations that not only owned the
land, but developed, built, amenitized, marketed, sold, and serviced it.

Florida Living. Today there are magazines throughout the country, televi-
sion shows broadcast around the world, and audio tape series in as many lan-
guages as there are currencies espousing it. Across Florida’s sixty-seven
counties, Realtors are more likely than Jehovah’s Witnesses to come knocking
on your front door, and Flipper no longer is that lovable dolphin from the
Keys, but the term referring to a practitioner of the latest Sunshine State
fad—buy a pre-construction home and sell it at a major profit before it is even
completed.

Practicality forgotten, the unassuming Eisenhower era one-stories are now
being leveled, their only perceived value the land they occupy. In their place,
massive waterfront mansions, swollen townhouses, and colossal condomini-
ums rise, homes not only for the robber barons of the north but the doctors,
lawyers, accountants, interior decorators, investment analysts, plastic sur-
geons, restaurateurs, golf professionals, yacht brokers, luxury foreign car deal-
ers, masseuses, and of course Realtors who diligently serve them.

No longer is it just the vacationing wealthy bastards locals have to deal with;
now there is a rapidly growing population of perennial wealthy bastards armed
with saline-enhanced breasts and supplement-buffed biceps. The spawn of this
new species further leeches what precious little life-force there is from Florida’s
already weak public school system to create an elite structure of highly exclu-
sive private school country clubs populated by Lilly Pulitzer-wearing,
Eminem-listening, Cadillac Escalade-driving, designer drug abusing, redneck
gangsta punks. Even the natives are being corrupted by the excess with Hard
Rock casinos popping up on reservations and Hummers replacing air boats as
the preferred transportation of tribal elders through the Everglades.

Like Ponce did back in 1513, they all fall under the spell, though if it was
just the beauty they desired, lessons of the past would not continually need to
be learned. Florida has always welcomed those who come simply to adore,
cherish, and celebrate her every fascination. She has never been one for shy-
ness, perhaps relishes the attention, until you try to take advantage, pollute the
fountain, and turn a buck off her back. When her splendor becomes your busi-
ness, you best pay this lady her fair share because she is certainly worth every
dollar … and knows it.
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July 20, 2006 … 2 PM

“How the mighty have fallen,” thought Alán Sedgwick, though his surround-
ings screamed to the contrary.

Racing east across the Godfrey in a Maserati Quattroporte Executive GT,
windows down with a perfectly exquisite midday breeze rushing through a
$300 haircut, the world obediently unfurled before him. A new multi-million
dollar estate on the bay lay ahead while a multi-million dollar super model
stretched below giving him head. As he punched the accelerator to glide
around a delivery truck, his pass provided the driver with a glimpse of the
action inspiring a “Good Buddy” horn blast. Alán gave him the finger without
a glance; bastard had no idea.

If it was possible she was boring him. He almost felt like telling her to stop,
but that might harm his reputation. In Miami, reputation and the material
goods you amassed, ensconced, and enhanced yourself with were everything.
Right now he could ill-afford anyone thinking, no matter the context, that
Alán Sedgwick was going soft, could not deliver. Surely her ego would bruise
easily. He did not need any negative publicity coming out of her mouth, so for
now, best leave his cock in it.

But damn, these über bitches were all the same: never needed to work for it
or develop quality techniques and practices. In many ways she symbolized the
skyline before him, all sizzle and no steak. Was he the same? Forget it, he must
concentrate. Recall all the wonderfully grateful waitresses, hotel front desk
clerks, and retail girls he’d had, looking up at him with big, hopeful eyes, work-
ing him so hard with the dream he would reach down and pull them up to his
level. Such desire … they never bored him, down there, so determined to
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please. And then there were those rare creatures to whom he could relinquish
control … yes, they would be there for him now once more, their memories
supplementing the lifeless work of this parvenu, just so he could blow the back
of her head off with his man business and leave her with a mouthful to talk
about.

“Oh, God,” he muttered, the showpiece in his lap thinking it praise, his
mind blurting it with disgust. “Man business?” He was falling.

Alán Sedgwick’s story, at least the one used in the media kit, began humbly
enough in a coldwater, blue collar flat on the south side London, England. He
was the son of a widowed, illiterate butcher who firmly raised his son to know
the honor of an unrelenting work ethic and appreciation of an honest day’s
wages. The fact he was actually born Allan Plimpkin of New London, Connect-
icut, the son of a chronically philandering insurance salesman whose wife left
him to be a lesbian in The Village, would only complicate matters.

Returning to Alán’s tale, Sedgwick took his father’s life lessons, and blessed
with a genius intellect powered by indefatigable ambition, so excelled in school
that he earned a full scholarship and graduated Magna Cum Laude from
Oxford’s distinguished School of Architecture at just twenty-one. Cherished
Sunday walks with his father inspired Alán, the two walking through the most
prestigious neighborhoods in London as if in a dream, studying Philip Hard-
wick and William John Donthorne’s designs, his father telling the stories of
these buildings from lore passed down from the men who built them. The
admiration and respect conveyed in the words Alán’s father used to describe
his forefathers so moved young Sedgwick that he vowed to not just build but
design such masterpieces in reverence of his father and those generations
whose dreams walked before them.

So armed with youth, talent, and a desire to make his father proud, he
immigrated to the United States to find his destiny. He began in Chicago, and
here’s where fantasy and reality do unite in the tale of Alán Sedgwick. He
trained under Michael Graves, then Robert Venturi, and finally Frank Gehry
with whom he gained prominence for his break-through design of a mixed-use
hotel, commercial, and retail plaza in Dallas. He possessed an uncommon abil-
ity to blend classic architectural tradition with sleek modern design to create a
unique contemporary form that delighted both conventional and progressive
palettes.

His style and renown grew. He designed hotels for moguls, palaces for
sheiks, and Star Island mansions for Sly and Cher. He learned the business,
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traveled in private jets, established key business contacts, legally changed his
name, partied in Ibiza, studied the innovators, hired a personal fashion con-
sultant, grew a portfolio, and embraced the lifestyle. Now he was taking all that
polish, experience, talent, and charm and fulfilling “his father’s dream” with
the first Alán Sedgwick designed and developed landmark address, Ocean
Raton.

The tower would be exceptional, there was no disputing Alán’s talent as an
architect. The location he chose, Pompano Beach on the east coast of Florida,
was not the most highly valued or well regarded destination around, but it was
the only place you could still find oceanfront property to develop at a some-
what reasonable price tag. Besides, with his reputation as a renegade innovator
and ego to match, it was only fitting Alán make his opening statement here.

The city grudgingly accepted this honor, swayed from their typical anti-
development stance by the promise of notoriety, prestige, and extremely fat tax
coffers. Since the 1950s and early 1960s boom of Mom & Pop tourist trap
motels, souvenir shell shops, and crab shacks up and down the coastline, the
Pompano Beach city government generally declined the courting of big-
moneyed developers, preferring to uphold the quaint oceanfront charm resi-
dents cherished. Anxious to plant their seed, the shunned suitors instead lav-
ished their affections upon more willing and receptive partners like Boca
Raton to the north and Ft. Lauderdale to the south. Fertile lands indeed.

So as development raged all around them, the people of Pompano felt righ-
teous in their rebuke of land hungry corporations who wished to strip them of
their history. The city, like many between Palm Beach and Miami, first
emerged in the late 1890s as a small railroad settlement when Flagler decided
to expand his railroad south to the Keys after he and his wintering guests
endured the bone-chilling horror of a frost in Palm Beach. The city’s name is
storied to come from a note scribbled on a surveyor’s map indicating where he
dined on the tasty fish, its first post office was supposedly run out of a cigar
box, and its notable landmarks include a decaying marina, smattering of asbes-
tos ridden no-tell motels, and The Briney Pub.

With heritage like that, Pompano officials felt their neighbors to the north
and south could keep all that development as well as the congestion, crowding
and perfectly manicured beachfront barriers of concrete and glass that came
along as part of the deal. Pompano Beach had character. Life was lived here,
mistakes were made, and no skip-trowel application of stucco or flowing entry
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of Royal Palms was going to gloss over the city’s landscape in an attempt to
mask that history.

Unfortunately, a bi-product of such individuality in a developing region is
stagnant tax revenue growth. Without a horse needle-sized injection of new
waterfront McMansions and bowling alley-sized condominiums to pump up
property values, cash doesn’t flow. Sure, a municipality could wait for the stub-
born old bastards living in their 1,100 square foot concrete block house on a
canal they paid $22,000 for in 1961 to die off so some young hotshot could
come in, pay the estate a million bucks, and level the place to build a $5 million
Mizner-inspired castle, but that’s a waiting game few could afford. It was par-
ticularly difficult since those old bastards and all their neighbors kept requiring
more and more resources and services from the city that their under-assessed
real estate taxes ill-provided for.

The alternative then, still safeguarding community character, was to rely on
tourism and the bed tax. A great idea in theory, however, in a city like Pom-
pano where property values had not risen and the resulting lack of local wealth
and culture meant the only thing unique to see was a distressed shallow reef
and rotting pier, the high-end hotels would not even consider the place.

Instead, Pompano Beach relied on its Mom & Pop motels. Since the quality
of an establishment typically defines the quality of its client, Pompano hotel
registries were filled with moose quarter carrying Canadians, poor and/or der-
elict college students desperate for some sort of Spring Break action no matter
how pathetic, and a venerable collection of drunks, prostitutes, and crack
addicts. This was just the sort of demographic that further alienated high-end
restaurants, retail, or any other substantial revenue driver to consider entering
the Pompano market.

“Shit, who needs them?!?” spat grim locals with gritty indignation on the
grungy floor of The Briney Pub.

Eventually, those stubborn old bastards living on the canals waiting to die
need them. Those people would like to die of natural causes, and they want
every opportunity to apply the wonders of science to delay those causes for as
long as possible. They would prefer not to die because an under-funded city
police force could not keep the streets safe from disenchanted youth who failed
the FCAT.
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Scenario Runs Something Like This:

1. Zero funding from new development means there is no infusion of
capital to help subsidize the overcrowded public school Disenchanted
Youth attends.

2. In its infinite wisdom, the State of Florida withholds funding from
troubled school due to its “F” rating caused by Disenchanted Youth
chronically failing the state standardized test for which there is no
additional student tutoring available because there is no state or local
funding available.

3. Disenchanted Youth gets frustrated and drops out.

4. With no alternative vocational program to consider since the city has
no money to fund one, Disenchanted Youth starts dealing and using
drugs since it is easy to pick up product and customers out of local
flea-bag motels.

5. Disenchanted Youth graduates on to full-blown addict status, home
invades the aforementioned Old Bastard, and beats him over the head
to score $10 for a fix.

6. The ambulance dispatched to save Old Bastard does not reach him in
time because the city could only afford a skeleton crew of paramedics
and they got stuck in traffic on an over-congested road the municipal-
ity did not have the funding to expand.

7. Finale occurs when Old Bastard’s estate sues the city for wrongful
death and negligence—the legal fees to defend and potential damages
in the settlement are like blood from a stone.

In light of that potential reality, Pompano residents and officials reluctantly
embraced the necessary evil of expanding tax rolls by permitting new develop-
ment. Such was the sentiment expressed and desire made to guarantee the
future character for the places and faces it loves when the city council approved
Sedgwick’s development of “Ocean Raton Pompano Beach” and the restau-
rants, spa, boutique shops, executive offices, and 304 condominiums at an
average price of $1.65 million it would entail.

“Ocean Raton,” Alán declared at the opening of his project presentation, “a
grand name for a grand vision.”
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One man, Diego Corzón, snickered to himself when Sedgwick said those
words. From his vantage point back in the shadows of the council meeting
room he expected others to do the same, but instead was completely taken
back when the officials and audience cheered. Why were they applauding?
Maybe he was only the janitor here at City Hall, but please! He walked out, dis-
gusted. ¡Cabrones! The Corzón family called Pompano Beach home too. Was
there no pride in this city? This would be their new landmark, what they would
herald to the world? ¡Pelotudos! Sprinkle habanero powder on all the toilet
paper in the building, that’s what he would have to do. “Ocean Raton Pom-
pano Beach” … maybe that would get their heads out of their asses!

Señor Corzón aside, those in attendance did like what they heard and saw.
Sedgwick’s grand vision rose forty-four stories over Pompano just north of the
pier and encompassed nearly four acres previously occupied by two rather
seedy motels and a vacant Chinese take-out/nail salon/Laundromat. Leveling
those structures would make way for, “What I humbly feel will be my greatest
accomplishment,” schmoozed Sedgwick to the audience. “More importantly, I
hope Pompano Beach will fondly look upon Ocean Raton as a wonderful new
chapter in the history of this great city.”

In Sedgwick’s signature classic-contemporary style, he designed the build-
ing to “appeal to all while serving a distinguished few.” The top 30 stories
served the “distinguished” with condominiums averaging approximately 2,100
square feet and all boasted oceanview terraces equipped with gas-powered out-
door kitchens. Each floor, save for the upper four penthouse levels, had twelve
condos served by semi-private elevators. There were a total of six different
floor plans across the 304 total residences not including the penthouses, and
each plan possessed its own unique characteristic, a “USP” (Unique Selling
Proposition) Alán specially designed based on who he envisioned the buyer to
be for that particular residence.

The smallest of the floor plans, a 1,600-square-foot residence envisioned as
the “bachelor pad,” featured a sunken living room with a leaded block glass bar
topped in hand-laid mosaic so that each would be one-of-a-kind. In the largest
of the collection residences, a 2,600-square-foot corner unit with wraparound
terrace, Alán structurally engineered the building so the two four-paneled glass
sliders in the great room that abutted one another to create the corner could be
folded back to completely open the residence onto the terrace. The eight pent-
houses—each over 12,000 square feet—were worlds unto themselves with the-
matic concepts that ranged from Ancient Egyptian Cloud Oasis to
Intergalactic Pleasure Palace.
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All this sat above retail shops, parking, executive offices, a spa, and restau-
rants which occupied the first twelve floors. The two-story lobby for the con-
dominiums was located on the 14th floor, “and for very good reason,” the sales
associates were trained to inform customers.

“Traditionally,” the spiel began, “buildings with thirteen or more floors are
numbered so that bad luck ‘13’ is omitted. Mr. Sedgwick feels it improper and
ignorant to simply leave out a number.

“Conscious or not,” and this was the line Candida insisted her associates
punch in this section of the sales presentation since the more value one could
establish from nothing was something, “to void reality is a dangerous prece-
dent and speaks poorly of an organization’s attention to detail. Mr. Sedgwick is
not one to tempt fate, and so by designing the lobby as two-stories, the start of
which happens to be the 13th floor, we are able to avoid an unlucky number
while still being accurate,” two-second pause to emphasize significance, “and
precise.”
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July 21, 2006

It was precisely seven minutes past three and there was no sign or word from
him. Candida sat impatiently in the conference room. Seven minutes late and
counting; she hated tardiness and he knew it. While he may oblige her every
request to get the job done, he still needed to exercise some level of machismo
over her. Making her wait was one way he asserted control. As for the other …

The minions from this new ad agency would have to bear her wrath. Drum
& Gregge were brought in on a project basis after she fired the last agency and
now they were here to pitch for the account. Hah! She already chewed the
mealy mouthed art director up for the blatant incompetence displayed in the
sales flyers printed for the Council luncheon. First, he used a 14-point font for
the phone number instead of 12-point as she clearly instructed. That may have
been grudgingly tolerated since it was their first time out, but then he also took
it upon himself to crop the building rendering so as to lose almost a sixteenth
of an inch of ocean in the foreground. “Ringling School of Design Graduate?”
she chided. “I might as well employ blind, retarded children with crayons to
design our sales material.”

She was just about to turn her temper to the useless account executive
regarding the inferior logo-etched glassware that was recently delivered to the
sales center when he finally strolled in.

“So sorry I am late,” breezed Alán, “I feel these days I spend more time
chauffeuring Tania between photo shoots than I do on the business of real
estate.”

“Well,” sucked up the ad agency account executive as she rapidly shifted,
bustled and jostled herself in an attempt to reveal the most cleavage possible,
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“the thought of you in one of those cute little driver caps is well worth the
wait.”

“Thought,” interjected Candida, “there’s a novel concept, Brittany. Perhaps
while there’s a glimmer of hope you and your team might have one, a thought
that is, why don’t we get down to business. I have a four o’clock.”

Silence.
“I see you are bearing the brunt for my lateness,” Alán apologized to the

group as he casually settled into his chair at the head of the table. Swiveling to
Candida, “I hope you all will forgive me.”

“The shit,” she thought, and so did he with different intent.

Drum & Gregge was the fifth ad agency to be retained by Sedgwick Devel-
opment in just as many months. When Alán hired Candida, the agreement was
that under no circumstances would he interfere with her sales and marketing
program. He had every intention to honor that, but at the rate they were
churning through ad shops, they’d be through this town by Thanksgiving.

“This is absolutely Candida’s show,” he began, “and I am here simply as an
observer to familiarize myself with your work and the new direction you are
proposing for my latest tower.”

Candida clenched her jaw, forcing a smile at his gracious tug on her choke
collar. The shit. One smooth, dapper, little shit.

“I am sure Candida has thoroughly familiarized you with every nuance and
unique lifestyle attribute we are introducing with this project,” the words flow-
ing with ease, the agency folks furiously scribbling as if being imparted the wis-
dom of Solomon. “I am extremely proud of the cutting edge concepts and
technologies being applied here. Ocean Raton will be an unprecedented design
achievement for this market, and undoubtedly one of South Florida’s most
exclusive and desirable addresses. The best of the best.”

He paused to let his brilliance soak in, or perhaps allow his palette to
cleanse of the bullshit he was spewing.

“But enough from me, I am but a humble architect who now stands ready
to launch a development empire. This is our shining debut.”

Candida felt her lunch rising.
“You are the storytellers who will share this vision. Please begin.”
“Mr. Sedgwick, unassuming as you may be,” replied Brittany, causing Can-

dida’s nostrils to flare, “the passion and vision you just expressed in those few
words is what we strive to capture and share with your future buyers, your
future residents. It is the ability to take the dream of a genius such as yourself,
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and effectively communicate and inspire others to take action driving bottom
line results, which distinguishes Drum & Gregge as South Florida’s premier
advertising and marketing agency. We …”

“Very good,” interrupted Candida, her patience low and nausea high. “We
all know who we are and what we’re about. As noted, I have a four o’clock and
prefer not to make people wait, so let’s get to the presentation.”

Slightly shaken but not stirred, Brittany nodded obligingly and stood to
begin. Like the four predecessors who came before, the Drum & Gregge team
was here to pitch for Sedgwick Development’s ad business, an account that
could generate more than a million dollars annually in retainer and billing
hours for the agency. And if they could also manage media buying … Brittany
did not want to get ahead of herself. First, she needed to win over “Razor
Ramundo.”

“Dim the lights please,” she began. “Typically when we prepare a concept
presentation for a client, we start with a brainstorming session that yields a
range of concepts and directions. From there we will bang on these ideas from
a variety of angles until we have three to five that stand as clear contenders.
These we will present to the client and discuss the opportunities and advan-
tages each offers.”

As Brittany spoke, a choreographed collage of images began to dance on the
screen floating atop a lounge/trance groove. Young, chic professionals sur-
rounded by high-tech gadgetry, surreal views, and serene panoramas of the
Miami scene dissolving in and out of one another served as a canvas of
thought. Like many of the industries they served, South Florida ad agencies
were veneered in glitz and glam. Style outranks substance, and in a market
where artificial is official, bling does business. Drum & Gregge did a lot of
business.

“That is exactly how we approached this project,” Brittany continued, the
images now transitioning from boardroom vistas to nightclubs, outdoor cafés
and beaches, relevance unclear but fashionable nonetheless. “We discussed
who the target buyer is, their likes, dislikes, where they are today, and what
they want to evolve to tomorrow. We considered their turn-ons, turn-offs.
Who they’re wearing and what they’re driving, either in reality or in their
aspiring mind.”

Brittany casually shifted eye contact from Alán to Candida, Alán to Can-
dida. For Alán she was serious yet sexy, a sly twinkle in her eye. Candida was
engaged politely, professionally, and with complete confidence. “Perhaps she
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was not as useless as initially perceived,” Candida mused to herself, “or at least
she gave good presentation. I’ll give her three more minutes.”

“Profile developed,” Brittany explained, “we then applied it to this project in
terms of message, method and media. Thoughts were flowing, ideas incubat-
ing, and our creative team engaged. It was time to start identifying the con-
tenders.”

As Brittany prepared to unveil the ideas, the images on the screen began to
swirl and radiate like colored oils in a lava lamp. She paused for effect, fixing
her gaze on each for a moment to build the anticipation. Alán was mesmer-
ized; Candida felt mildly intrigued.

“The result: One.” The word hung for a moment as if waiting for further
explanation that was not to come. The screen went hot white, the appearance
of static faintly sizzling across it. Candida creased her brow.

“One?”
“One.”
“One what?” Candida queried, her opinion of Brittany rapidly descending

back to previous its level. “One idea? One campaign?”
“There is only one,” Brittany revealed, a confident grin perfectly synchro-

nized with the measured appearance of the word “One” on screen as if a
mirage on the desert horizon. “One is an absolute, the absolute,” the word
slowly expanding to consume the screen in its entirety. “The beginning of
everything. The aspired result for all. The ultimate. One.”

The word grew, expanded across the screen, until black consumed it, the
beat of the music now pulsing with a transcendental tribal rhythm. “One is
first, and first is class. One is what your buyer sees or dreams beside their name
in the rankings. Only one can be the originator, the pioneer, elevated among
the stratum. One is the campaign. It is singular in its perfection as is your
vision for Ocean Raton, Mr. Sedgwick, Ms. Ramundo. One is the concept we
present … the only concept we present.”

She stopped. In the center of the screen, a Picasso inspired line sketch of
Ocean Raton materialized. The word “One” then emblazoned above with the
logo and name below. Along the bottom a single phrase emerged: HOW IT

BEGINS—WHERE PERFECTION ENDS.
Slowly Brittany turned her gaze from one to the other, one to the other. She

nailed the presentation, her delivery was perfect. The Razor and Sedgwick sat
silent, eyes locked on the screen. Was that a good sign? It had to be. If Candida
didn’t like it she would have stopped her immediately. But did she like it
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enough? Would the gamble pay off? One campaign, that’s all they had, all they
could come up with.

Seconds clicked. Brittany was about to break the silence. She had one more
line to deliver, but she couldn’t until they spoke. He who speaks first loses, and
her final comment was the close. But if she just let it hang … moments like this
can overripen so quickly. As the electrical impulses from her brain were about
to engage speech, Sedgwick began to nod, ever so slightly, but a nod nonethe-
less. More and more intently, up and down, back and forth, his indication of
agreement, understanding and approval growing with each dip of the chin.

He then turned to Candida. If Sedgwick liked it, he would never speak first
knowing to do so would be perceived as undermining Candida’s authority. It
would automatically force her to take a counter position, because whether she
liked it or not, if Sedgwick spoke first in favor, she would have to oppose purely
to maintain independence. He simply cocked his head in deference.

Candida looked through him and then locked Brittany’s eyes. “This says
absolutely nothing,” a pause, the firing pin pulled. Brittany held her breath
waiting for the bomb to detonate. “And nothing could be more perfect.” A gen-
uine smile peaked the corners of her mouth. She was sold.

“We agree,” came the courteous response, though inside Brittany was
sprinting up a mountain in a brand new pair of Jimmy Choo’s, voice ready to
Mariah Carey the hell out of the “Sound of Music.” This would be a good day to
start wearing Gucci and drinking Crystal. Damn straight this girl would get a
raise today!

Now for her last line, “One is perfection and perfection is one. One is Ocean
Raton.”

Close delivered. Account signed. Cherry on top.

Ninety minutes later, Terri was savoring sweet satisfaction of her own. Leo
had arrived promptly at four o’clock, and the deal went off without a hitch.
Candida seemed almost bubbly and even engaged him in small talk. The only
challenge was keeping Leo’s attention focused on the paperwork, though Terri
expected as much. At one point he even had the nerve to ask if she would wear
her suit to The Stallion. “Baby, that number is cut in all the right places … talk
about custom tailored!” Not exactly the buyer survey response she wished to
mark her first sale with, but frankly, that was why she was here.

No doubt that would be one of the positive reinforcement points Candida
planned to now share with Terri. Following the contract signing with Leo,
Candida asked Terri to step into her office. Terri assumed, given Candida’s pas-
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sion for coaching, she would want to break down the deal with Terri while it
was fresh and review strategies to insure continued selling success. As she was
fond of saying, “Luck comes once; success is forever.”

“Do you know why I called you in here, Ms. Winston?”
“I just signed my first million dollar real estate contract,” smiled Terri. “I’m

guessing you saved a bottle of champagne from yesterday’s executive luncheon
and we’re going to share a toast.”

“Well, it does involve the luncheon, Terri, but there will be no celebrating,”
Candida sat behind her desk, adjusting her black & red framed Valentino eye-
glasses as an economics professor would to signal the start of class. “Your first
contract may be your last if you don’t nail down the building features section
of your presentation.”

This probably meant there would be no cake either.
“I was listening to you with that gentleman from Infiniti of Coconut Creek,”

Candida continued,” and while your body language and eye engagement were
fine, you stumbled badly when discussing the spa.”

“He caught me a bit off guard with his line about deep gluteus tissue, hot-
oil massage and would I like one.”

“As with Mr. Levine, you are here because of lines like that,” said Candida as
she opened the infamous manual that sat before her on the desk. “We’ll begin
at the condominium lobby level, pick it up right after the two-story detail.”

Terri began immediately since Candida felt to pause for anything but dra-
matic effect signaled a dramatic defect.

“The lobby makes a powerful statement to both resident and visitor
alike …”

Practice Makes Perfect & Perfect Means Process was the title of Candida’s sales
manual and she instructed all her sales associates from it as if it were the Bible.
Each member of her team was issued a copy at the moment of hire, and unlike
most sales manuals that are eyeballed for five minutes and then tossed on a
book shelf to collect dust, Candida required her staff carry theirs at all times. It
was the only article on their person she expected to find dog-eared and worn.

To reinforce the Practice Makes Perfect & Perfect Means Process selling prin-
ciples, Candida relied heavily on the sort of role-playing she now engaged
Terri. While most sales people dreaded the exercise, Terri enjoyed it. Wasn’t
that life, one constant role-play? Maybe, but right now she could ill afford a
philosophical drift. One-on-one with Candida was all business, and moments
like this, to learn from the best, were why she was here. As the old saying goes,
“What doesn’t kill you only makes you stronger.”
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“Because Ocean Raton is being developed as a mixed-use property,” Terri
continued, “meaning it will include our grand, oceanview residences as well as
high-end retail, executive offices, boutique …”

“I’d like to locate my executive edifice in your high-end rear tail,” Candida
suddenly interrupted.

“I’m sure that would ring a few bells and whistles, sir, but nothing like the
bells and whistles you will find in the world-class fitness center and European
spa,” Terri soldiered on unaffected. What doesn’t kill you only makes you
stronger.
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July 25, 2006

Chic power elite lunch buffet … Miami style. Tuesday at Indigo and the typical
crowd of Haves, Haves-Too-Much, and Haves-To-Get-Me-Some were busy
posing, hosing, and brown-nosing over infused teas as they strategically filled
their plates and agendas. Just east of Biscayne overlooking the water, not far
from Brickell, and immediately south of Bayfront Park in the Hotel InterCon-
tinental, Indigo Restaurant & Bar was one of the places to be seen. The tropical
contemporary atmosphere was rich in equal parts dark wood, lush plantings,
and sleek design, though etiquette dictated you only be seen making your way
around the buffet once.

Certainly, to eat as if you intended to get your money’s worth meant you
needed to get your money’s worth. That was not good image management.
Drop $50 on three leaves of bibb lettuce with fresh lime, and walk out smiling.
To spend for nothing said it was nothing to spend, and that, my friend, identi-
fied you as a Player.

J.J. Banks knew this, yet there he was circling the seafood for a third time.
J.J. was one of the hottest real estate agents in Miami. An independent agent
who grew his business from the contacts he’d made as a concierge on Fisher
Island during the 80s, J.J. “Take That Deal To The” Banks had been named one
of the “Ten Best Dressed Execs” by Ocean Drive magazine and was a regular on
the club and philanthropic scene. He’d spend $30 just to spend $10. Rumor
was he sold four of the five Miami Heat starters their digs, and apparently was
the South Florida real estate adviser to J. Lo. “JJ 4 JLo,” if he needed to text
message her.
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All that and he was still bellying up for another round. Moreover, if the
lighting were to be believed, J.J. also appeared to be wrinkled. It was the kind
of, “Drinking all night and none of it good,” look you’d expect from some
unsophisticated, “Glengarry, Glen Ross” real estate loser in town from Des
Moines whose week-long seminar deteriorated into a week-long bender, but
not J.J. This was the guy who put the “ilk” in “silk,” though today it was more
like the “bar” in “bargain.”

“You’re out of shrimp?”
“You’re out of shrimp?” J.J.’s voice rose over the din of the lunch crowd that

in turn quieted to seek the source.
“You’re out of shrimp,” no longer a question, now an aggravated statement.

Pleasant though concerned staff briskly approached J.J. eager to mollify him.
“You’re out of shrimp!” all of Indigo now silent, fixated on their apparently

deranged peer. J.J. looked about the restaurant, glaring at his fellow patrons.
Eyes bloodshot he bared his teeth and drew a deep, angry breath. Suddenly, he
hurled the empty plate in his hand like a discus, smashing it against The Spin-
dle, a 70-ton Sir Henry Moore sculpture and focal point of the space.

“They’re out of shrimp, which means we’re out of shrimp. None for any of
us!” he growled, turning like a cornered, rabid wolf.

“They’re gone, all of them. There they sat, piled high on ice, assumed limit-
less, and now vanished. Devoured with greed, by greed, for greed.”

Backing, creeping to the door, with each step J.J. transformed into some
breed of insane, primitive street prophet. Even for Miami, where Latin, Jewish
or other culturally fueled outbursts were commonplace, this was unique. “If
you have them on your plate, you better watch them. Take nothing for granted
for the bounty has passed. Feast becomes famine, people, the end is here.”

Passing the last table on his way out, J.J. spotted a shrimp and grabbed it. As
the victimized diner—a slender, designer-quaffed exec in his mid-for-
ties—began to rise in protest, J.J. snarled and ripped into the shrimp, causing
the slighted to rethink his response and sit.

“Paper tigers crumble, arms strangle, the end is here … the end is here,” and
with that he retreated out of the restaurant.

For a moment all sat in stunned silence, the staff, management, and patrons
all exchanging confused looks. Finally, a voice rose from the white sycamore-
paneled lounge, “Thank God you didn’t run out of the mahi and mango salad.
Can you imagine?”
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And so, two days later, lunches at Indigo continued as before. The official
story on J.J. was that some really bad shellfish was to blame—dinner from
another establishment the night before. The food poisoning apparently caused
his bizarre case of paranoid delirium. Such a severe case, J.J. went on an
extended sabbatical to Costa Rica and his listings reassigned to a rival agency.

The unofficial version, which Candida now brought up as Alán casually
deposited himself in one of her office guest chairs, labeled J.J. as the first high
profile victim of the long-predicted real estate slump descending upon South
Florida. For 15 years the market enjoyed tremendous gains. Following the S&L
debacle and fallout from Hurricane Andrew, the arrows had risen steadily
upward, the last few years charting at an almost ninety degree angle. Prices and
appreciation rates since 2002 were soaring higher than Lindsay Lohan at a
rave, and with the DOT.COM bust and dip in the stock market, real estate was
the new “It” girl.

As it was in the late 1920s, a series of forces appeared to be aligning that
might signal an end to the orgy. The abundance spawned an unprecedented
level of real estate development. A mass of speculators, many former day trad-
ers anxious to regain fortunes lost, were banking on real estate as their new
rapid transit to riches. The artificial demand they created, or so the media
speculated with ever growing frequency, drove even more development, which
in turn escalated construction costs. These increases rapidly amplified home
prices as builders rallied to maximize margins. Speculators interpreted this as
awesome appreciation and decided to buy even more.

So the cycle revs until somebody actually has to live in the home or condo.
When that homebuyer is absent, inventory quickly exceeds demand. Add a
spate of hurricanes that the “experts” forecast as the potential norm for the
next 20 years, and the golden egg begins to crack. What is it they say about his-
tory repeating itself?

It seemed this was the case for Mr. Banks. As many of the hot South Florida
agents did, J.J. leveraged himself to pick-up a wide-ranging portfolio of homes
at “First-Day Pricing.” A magical thing, “First-Day Pricing,” for it is the theo-
retical lowest price a property will ever be available at. In recent times, it wasn’t
unheard of for the “First-Day Price” on a hot property (and what wasn’t in
South Florida?) to be raised by $100,000 the very next day. On an $800,000
property, that’s a gain of 12.5% in less than 24 hours, and from there it would
only keep climbing … on paper. Considering most developers only required a
10% deposit until closing, it was crazy money.
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Crazy money only if you could find another buyer to assign your contract to
BEFORE the property closed. That was the game J.J. played, and apparently
until his afternoon meltdown at Indigo, played quite well.

“I spoke to three different witnesses. All confirmed he completely lost it,”
Candida shared.

“Well,” Alán mused, “if the rumors are true he had good reason. A $50 mil-
lion call would set a few bats loose in my belfry.”

The “call” came when it was time to actually close on the property, some-
thing J.J. never intended to do with any of the homes he contracted on. His
plan was to flip every one of those “First-Day Priced” homes and condos to
other buyers and walk away with a tidy profit on each. When demand is soar-
ing and everyone is looking for something, anything to buy, that can be quite
lucrative, but when inventory bloats, so do the costs and the risks. Mr. Banks, it
seemed, got greedy and bought large blocks of condos in buildings that were
now about to close. These high-rises also had large numbers of resales in them
thanks to fellow speculators who had the same brilliant plan, and it appeared
they’d be sitting stagnant for some time given the rash of reports on current
market conditions and swollen inventory. No buyers … J.J.’s buffet ran out of
shrimp.

“I blame the media,” Candida spat the last word as if it were an expletive,
“staring into their jaded crystal ball and conjuring up this self-fulfilling
bullshit.”

“Don’t think the bulls on Wall Street haven’t fueled the fire as well. All the
money being pulled from the market over the last five years in favor of real
estate certainly didn’t benefit their year-end bonuses.”

“Bullshit,” Candida repeated. “True or false, it’s still bullshit.”
“Bullshit or not, what happened to J.J. may be a sign of things to come,”

Alán shifted in his chair as he shifted gears. “How is sales morale?”
“They’re beginning to believe the bullshit too.”
“Perhaps it is time we consider Option Two.”
“We’re not ready.”
“Didn’t our prototype make a sale last week?”
Prototype. Candida smiled. The oldest game in the book and Alán believed

his plan was a modern, tactical marvel. He truly was a shit.
“Her first, yes. But as a wise salesman once said, ‘Even a blind squirrel finds

a nut.’”
Alán chuckled. “Fortune cookie?”
“Something like that.”
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“Blind or not, Candida, it is the only sale we’ve seen in the past six weeks.
Do any of the others have prospects?”

“Nothing viable from what I have seen.”
“Our first round of financing is coming due, and I do not intend to go the

road of Mr. Banks. Assuming Ms. Winston is capable, it will take time for her
to bring us the necessary resources.”

“I understand.”
“And I understand your reluctance to take this step, as unsavory as it may

be, but we need to consider our options.”
“It is always an option, Alán, believe me I know. But at the scale you are

considering …”
“I will never tell you your business, only what is needed in order to achieve

mine.”
Alán rose from his chair and buttoned his coat. “I must go and retrieve

Tania from a Bacardi, bikini or some such photo shoot. Nevertheless, the deci-
sion is yours.”

As Alán opened the door and stepped across the threshold he stopped. With
a sly Hugh Grant glimmer in his eye and James Bond 007 charisma, he turned
and flashed Candida a perfectly polished smile. She supposed he practiced this
look no less than 90 minutes daily. “Thank you for your time. I do enjoy our
talks. Cheerio,” and he was gone.

“The shit,” Candida hissed as the door closed behind him. Maybe the
answer was putting him on the sales floor.

If there was anything Candida knew, it was how to achieve success on the
sales floor. On the floor she carried herself with the steely blue brilliance of the
Hope Diamond, and in the closing room she possessed the stone’s sharp edge,
registering “10” on the Mohs hardness scale. In this business, in Miami, where
beautiful women were used by conmen and kingpins as bait, Candida “Razor”
Ramundo was known, feared and celebrated as the Ultimate Closer. As she told
Terri at their first meeting, “Fuck the moguls, the gurus and the good ole boys
who think this is their ballgame and a woman should play naughty cheerleader
on the sideline. I come like Csonka from the two running smashmouth across
the goal line … I play to win.”

A Miami Dolphin cheerleader, not a hard-nosed, female version of MVP
Larry Csonka, was how her parents hoped their beautiful little girl and only
child would one day honor their family and new country. Indeed, when Rigo
and Rosario Ramundo exiled themselves to Florida in the early ’60s following
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the rise of “Castro Comemierda,” they embraced their new homeland by
rabidly dedicating themselves to the most American of American cultural
icons they could find in South Florida: the Miami Dolphins.

“When my parents left behind their lives in Cuba,” she told Terri, “they
needed to find something here in the States to reclaim their identity. They
always placed such importance on being a part of something, being accepted.
Important to me, is me.”

Barely surviving her parent’s exponential insanity over the Dolphins ’84 run
to the Super Bowl, Candida felt the need to flee and did so by dropping out of
Miami-Dade community college to become a stewardess. While she firmly
believed in education and self-development (she was a self-professed seminar-
aholic), her situation and ambitions did not accommodate the time or tedium
of the traditional collegiate path. For a nineteen year-old girl who quickly
wanted to make key career contacts, there was no better place than First Class,
so with fiery green eyes set against a dark complexion of perpetual Cuban
curves, Candida made it her destination and destiny.

Determined to quickly graduate from first-class server to served, it did not
take Candida long to find a common thread that linked the high flying CEOs,
power merchants, rich, and famous: golf. The sport’s white collar appeal, cor-
porate affiliations, networking, and numerous business ventures attracted
them all. She began scheduling her flights to coincide with PGA tour stops and
soon became the sport’s most fanatical groupie. She read every weekly and
monthly golf magazine she could get her hands on to keep abreast of who was
on top of the money list. With tour players flying her friendly skies on a regular
basis, rumor was she became known around the locker room as “The 19th

Hole.” Apparently, more than one tournament winner finished his champion-
ship round with her in bed.

It was a big hitter from North Carolina who was having a particularly good
spring on tour in 1986 that introduced Candida to the real estate side of the
game. After he won the season’s first six tournaments in a row, Candida
decided to take a sabbatical from flying and become the pro’s vernal muse.
Traveling the country, she accompanied him on visits to new golf communities
back in Florida that were to bear his name as course designer. In reality, this
meant that every couple months a photo was taken of him standing on a pile of
dirt with blueprints in hand pointing with vision and determination at
another pile of dirt while giddy homebuyers looked on admiringly and a
nameless underling did the actual design work behind the scenes.
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Candida was fascinated by it all. She understood people would buy soda,
breakfast cereal and jock itch cream because a celebrated athlete endorsed it,
but homes? Here they were with fistfuls of cash and creamy pink sunburns;
caravans of wood-paneled station wagons migrating from all points between
Michigan and New York, drawn like flies to the light of Mediterranean style
roofs, palm-laden entry fountains and smiling PGA tour players. In hordes
they came, enamored by communities with words like “Playa,” “Sandpiper” or
some derivation of “Palm” in their name and phrases such as “abundant
amenities,” “sparkling vistas” and “Florida fabulous” in their brochures.

In the world she came from, growing up in Little Havana, Florida was a ref-
uge, an immigrant camp to settle in while waiting out the demise of a dictator.
To the northern masses it was also a refuge, but the sort they never wanted to
escape from. “Getaway to F-L-A” … a sunshine kissed Shangri La, land of early
bird specials, boat drinks, and tropical print bliss. Master-planned communi-
ties reclaimed from the swamps and scrub brush, where snowbirds left their
cares and concerns at the gates, retired their retirement accounts, and parted
with their pensions.

And so Candida’s career took off, her starting point managing the Florida
real estate interests of her golfing beau. Though he was interested in little more
than publicity photos and paydays, she leveraged PGA tour success into a
lucrative real estate operation, expanding his brand by licensing his name to
the community’s real estate and country club operations. If the masses were
inspired to buy just because his name was on the course, she knew they would
pay even more for “his” houses and country clubs.

Ultimately, she jettisoned the golfer and took a job running the sales and
marketing for an apartment conversion job in Aventura. Next came a town-
house job in Tamarac, followed by patio homes in Plantation, and then single-
family estates in Coral Springs. Her shrewd business sense and determined
confidence attracted the attention of developers throughout South Florida.
From Coral Springs she moved on to custom-tailored suits, Dale Carnegie, and
a mid-rise job on Miami Beach. Finally, buoyed by Zig Ziglar, Brian Tracy, and
the record sell-off of a luxury waterfront bungalow subdivision in Boca Raton,
Ramundo Real Estate Executives was born.

It had been a fantastic ride, and now in order to sustain it, she and Sedgwick
would likely try something on the menu that J.J. did not. Option Two. Though
not particularly fond of the taste, it was something she knew this market would
eat right up.
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August 1, 2006

If it weren’t for the fact that he was 5'1", Hispanic, and sported a proceeding
hairline, Terri supposed Manuel Diaz could have been Leo Levine’s brother.
Both were regulars, believed themselves to be Stallion studs, preferred making
eye contact with Terri’s breasts, and if Ms. Winston got her way, would soon be
neighbors at Ocean Raton.

Manuel’s money came as the result of an on-the-job accident suffered while
working as a sanitation transfer technician (read: Garbage Man) for the City of
Miami. As they say, “One man’s trash is another man’s treasure,” and on an
August morning two years prior, Manuel found his in a bizarre turn of events.

Manuel emigrated from Paraguay to Miami at eighteen thanks to an educa-
tional charity grant funded by a Sally Struthers’ infomercial. While the schol-
arship didn’t work out as planned, apparently it did not cover getting the
associate dean’s eighteen year-old daughter pregnant, he was able to land a gar-
bage route through affluent Coral Gables thanks to his collegiate experience.

This college man, as evidenced by his dalliance with the associate dean’s
daughter, was an instant gratification junkie. It was this lack of impulse control
that led Manuel to stick his head into the back of the garbage truck on that
fateful morning. His partner Stucky, anxious to get done and home on one of
the hottest days of the year, had just tossed in a cardboard box without check-
ing to see if there was anything worth salvaging. In Coral Gables you never
knew what you might find: Manuel once pulled a vintage collection of cuf-
flinks and belt buckles he pawned for over $600 from a similarly nondescript
box.
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The box, as testimony would later reveal, contained some old comic books,
Mad Magazines, and most notably, a long-ago manufacturer-recalled Battlestar
Galactica super-magnet action set defendants Mr. and Mrs. Ian Thompson
found in their son’s closet. The couple was losing no time following their boy’s
departure for college to clean out his room and convert it into a combination
yoga studio and cigar humidor.

As lawsuit documents alleged, this seemingly inconsequential alignment of
factors would have been just that save for the fact that around Manuel’s neck
was what he thought to be a gold medallion that Sally Struthers awarded him
nearly 20 years earlier. Pyrite, as it turns out, is paramagnetic, and when Sally’s
“Fool’s Gold” medallion met the hazardous gravitational pull of the long-ago
manufacturer-recalled Battlestar Galactica super-magnet action set, Manuel
became affixed to Dirk Benedict. Add in Stucky feeling delirious from the heat
(for years the sanitation worker’s union complained about summer shift
lengths and the physical toll … as Manuel’s attorney would remind the City),
and you have a prescription for disaster when the compressor was activated
without first checking all clear.

Five months of hospital recovery time and sixteen months of legal wran-
gling later, trash did become treasure for Manuel, his wife Lucia, and seven
children. In an undisclosed out-of-court settlement, the City of Miami, toy
manufacturer of the Battlestar Galactica super-magnet action set, the Thomp-
son family, and even Sally Struthers generously contributed to Manuel’s medi-
cal and psychological recovery fund. Terri surmised over the last few weeks of
getting to know Manuel that the sum was somewhere in the neighborhood of
$6.5 million after lawyer’s fees.

“So, you can make my money grow?” Manuel asked as Terri grinded him
doggie style to Bon Jovi’s “Livin’ On A Prayer.” They were on the final tune of a
six-pack set.

“You know I can,” she tossed over her shoulder and then tensed for a
moment as the cold steel of his prosthetic claw slid a tip under her garter. The
accident left Manuel looking like a midget Mexican Terminator, not the cool,
Guns ‘N’ Roses, liquid metal Terminator but the original when Arnold starts
losing flesh off his face and body.

Manuel laughed. “Just imagine how I feel when I got to piss.”
Song over, Terri pulled her Frederick’s negligee back on, took a seat, and

smiled. Despite what the compactor physically took from Manuel, his sense of
humor seemed intact. Grotesque and battered, what amazed Terri about the
man was the zest for life that still sparkled in his one good eye.
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She liked him. She liked all her regulars the way a good business regards
loyal customers. That’s how the true pros in this profession approached the
job.

As one of the feature dancers she met early in her career shared, “When
Chevy offers loyalty bucks to existing owners they call it ‘Marketing.’ Tell a reg-
ular I imagine fucking him while on stage, and it’s ‘Manipulation.’ Whatever
you say, every company from McDonald’s to GM to my pussy wants to
increase repeat business. Remember, girl, your best customer is your current
customer, and you always want them satisfied, successful and back.”

That was exactly the plan Terri was following. Only difference was the level
she was elevating it to.

Dr. Trey Saldo was not one to get nervous, but that was where he now found
himself. Normally, “successful” was the adjective used before everything in
Trey’s world. Eye surgeon, Lily Pulitzer perfect wife & children, golf course
estate in Palm Beach Gardens, annual sail through the Bahamas, stock portfo-
lio, Keys oceanfront getaway … all horribly successful. Except now, there was
one element in his life that was just plain horrible.

Twelve months ago one of his Lasik patients, a well-connected real estate
agent, sold him on buying an assortment of pre-construction homes in St.
Lucie County. Located about an hour north of West Palm Beach, St. Lucie was
a destination snowbirds flocked to thanks to rather reasonable prices and rela-
tively cheap golf. For the same reason, it was also attracting those in the local
labor force who couldn’t afford to work and live in Palm Beach County any
more. As his patient predicted, “This is what Broward County was 25, 30 years
ago. I know the right people that will give you the right deals. You need to get
in now!”

So he did, eighteen homes in all, and how could he not? All the articles he
read at the time said real estate was booming. Port St. Lucie was the hottest
spot in the county, voted “#1 City in America to Retire” by Money Magazine.
On the front-end, he had a side deal with his patient/agent to split the 4%
builder commissions on every contract and the builder was only requiring
10% down. On the back-end, Trey would pocket 50% of all commissions paid
in return for listing all resales with his patient/agent. Throw in the fact that
right now on paper he was up no less than $160,000 on every home, and the
indicators could not have been any better. Which is precisely what he might
have read 25, 30 years earlier about new construction in Broward County, and
then …
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Hurricanes, high gas prices, home inventory, and hesitation: the 4-H’s,
none of them good. Too many homes and not enough buyers meant Dr. Saldo
might actually have to close on some of his eighteen homes, and he did not
plan on that. His patient/agent all but guaranteed they’d be flipped before clos-
ing, and now Trey was aware of only one offer with no actual contracts on any
of the homes to date.

Maybe there were a flood of offers coming in. Trey had to think that way;
positive thinking produced positive results. What else did he have? His patient/
agent had not returned his phone calls in five days and the last communication
he received was a four-word email about a week ago that read, “These things
take time.”

Time was not a luxury he could afford. Given the almost guaranteed success
of his real estate investment, he went ahead and dropped a serious chunk of
change into doubling the size of his current Palm Beach Gardens facility, creat-
ing the “Saldo Eye Institute.” At the same time he was also expanding north-
ward with a “Saldo Sight-ellite” office in Port St. Lucie. Logic would dictate the
impending flood of new, older residents into the market would require his ser-
vices. Plus, the play on words was genius.

But now the clock was ticking … fast. Even if he could come up with the
money to close on these homes, he would still have hefty monthly carry costs
to deal with in addition to the added business expenses. Renting the homes
was an option, but right now, given the cost of gas plus the weakening real
estate market in Palm Beach County, the majority of his potential renters were
finding good deals on brand-new local properties with shorter commutes. And
now there was a voice mail from his mortgage company indicating there was a
problem with the appraisal values.

“Successful,” that was the Saldo mantra. That was the only way he could
think. That was the word he now must use more liberally when recommending
corrective surgery to some of his more borderline patients.
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August 3, 2006

After writing the Diaz contract, Candida called Terri into her office. “Two in
less than two weeks, Ms. Winston.”

That was the closest Candida came to a compliment and Terri gladly
accepted it. “Yes, and I should have another coming in over the weekend. Chi-
ropractor with a foot fetish; my ankles have never felt so aligned.”

“Stay focused to stay successful.”
“I will, and I owe it all to you and to Mr. Sedgwick for providing me the

opportunity.”
“Indeed, and that is what I need to speak with you about.” Candida settled

into one of the guest chairs, positioning this as a conversation between col-
leagues, and gestured for Terri to do the same.

“As we’ve discussed in our sales meetings,” Candida began, “there appears
to be quite a bit of confusion in the market right now which is creating buyer
trepidation.”

“I’ve been overhearing more and more about objections out on the floor.”
Due to Terri’s special arrangement with Candida and Alán, she functioned

independently from the rest of the sales staff. She would participate in sales
events and attend the weekly sales meeting, but beyond that she had little
interaction with the other four sales associates. They looked sharply down
their collective nose at her and she defiantly gave the finger back to them.

“Yes, I know your interaction with the others is limited.”
“We don’t speak.”
“Presently, you’re not missing anything.”
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Candida studied Terri for a moment, her eyes weighing a thought, judging
Terri. Terri gnawed on the inside of her cheeks in an effort to return Candida’s
gaze looking confident and collected. At least she looked like a confident and
collected fish. Though the conversation appeared to be a positive one, those
intense eyes still made Terri nervous.

Finally, Candida spoke. “Are there other women in your situation you feel
might have the desire and ability to sell?”

“My situation?”
“Strippers.”
“Strippers. To sell?”
“Ocean Raton.”
Terri knew Candida and Sedgwick took her on as a “test,” but she always

thought that meant someone who never traditionally sold real estate before.
Perhaps that reference had another meaning.

“You’re interested in hiring more dancers to sell here?”
“Potentially.”
“What would you …”
Candida cut her off. “Ms. Winston, it is a simple question. Knowing what

you know about the business and my expectations, would you recommend
anyone?”

“Perhaps,” Terri smiled, sensing opportunity in Candida’s impatience,
“though I need to understand the value that simple question brings to my per-
sonal situation.”

“Very good, Ms. Winston,” Candida said with the pleased nod of a Chess-
master countered by her prodigy. “Very good, indeed.”

Terri started dating Jimmy Earl Holland his second senior year in high
school. He was two years older than her at the time, harmless and extremely
vocal about his future fortunes. Interestingly enough, he was also the only
thing in Terri’s life her parents seemed to actually take an interest in, and even
though he saw the movie “Poltergeist” fourteen times, they hated him. Her
attraction was that much greater for it.

Three years before they started going together, Jimmy Earl’s parents found
their son passed out over the family chainsaw from huffing gas fumes. In
response, they sent him to work in a coal mine outside of Elkins for the sum-
mer to try to get him focused on his future and what might lie ahead if he did
not get his act together and his nose clean (West Virginia’s version of the
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Scared Straight program). The result, however, was not what the Hollands
hoped for.

Jimmy had a divine revelation. More accurately, a prophecy delivered to
him by an old miner named Hack, which resulted in the bulk of Jimmy’s sum-
mer wages exchanged with Hack for three harmonicas supposedly used by the
legendary Slim Harpo on the recording of “I’m A King Bee.”

Indirectly, it was that divine revelation that initially attracted Terri to him.
Jimmy, or “J Earl” as Hack’s prophecy dictated he refer to himself, believed it
was his destiny to journey to the birthplace of the blues. The pilgrimage would
allow him to pay homage to the land of his musical forefathers by “sharing the
harmonious harmonica talents bestowed on him by the Creator.” At least that
was what his first senior year high school yearbook epitaph read. The second,
“Blow, daddy, blow.”

J Earl, like the old miner Hack, was full of shit. Terri knew that from the
beginning, but she also knew he had a plan to leave West Virginia, a car to
make it happen, and most important, he wanted her to be right by his side for
the adventure. His second cousin twice removed owned a bar in the Big Easy,
and being a bluesman by providence that still lived under Mom and Dad’s roof
and rules, J Earl would depart the night he graduated high school to find his
fortune with Terri riding shotgun. “Every bluesman has a woman that inspires
his song,” he told her. “Most have their hearts broken by them, but you, you
make mine whole.”

The key to doing dumb things in your life is learning from them. It was that
lesson she reflected on now, her decision to hit the road with J Earl, as she
watched Renee dance.

“You want something, honey?” Glenda asked as Terri stared straight ahead
deep in thought.

“No, I’m good.”
“Why you come in here on your night off? Last place I want to be when I

don’t have to be here is here,” Glenda shrugged.
“That’s just why I am here,” Terri said as she kept her gaze fixed on Renee.

Glenda gave her an unamused sigh and sauntered off.
The last thing Terri wanted to do was depend on someone regarding her

future, but that was where she now found herself. Her parents’ disinterest
under the guise of raising an independent child forced Terri to be self-reliant.
The one occasion she did rely on someone, J Earl, the result was collateral
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damage she was still digging out from. There was not going to be a second time
if she could help it.

The day she pulled away from the curb of her family home in J Earl’s rusted
AMC Pacer, she believed the long, dark nights were finally giving way to the
dawn of something more. The possibility of dawn’s light, however, is forever
fleeting, and the harsh glare of the new day nearly blinded her.

J Earl’s second cousin twice removed turned out to be a bi-polar pimp and
meth dealer, the New Orleans bar he owned a front for vice and drug opera-
tions. Soon after their arrival, J Earl got into the family enterprise on the wrong
end, his love for Terri and the blues quickly replaced by a devouring hunger for
meth, and they ended up on the street. To survive, Terri almost did things that
would have left her wishing she hadn’t, all because she put her trust in another.

But that was the impertinence of youth; she was older now and understood
consequences. Terri understood the choice that danced before her, the conver-
sation she was considering with Renee, and the pros and cons it entailed. The
destiny was hers, and she had every intention to fulfill it.

Glenda shuffled by. “Need anything?”
“Yeah,” Terri nodded, handing her a $20. “Get me a Diet Coke, whatever

Renee is drinking these days, and tell her when she is done with her set to come
meet me in the back booth.”

Renee Vicarro was a fiery little Italian girl from the North End of Boston.
All of 5'1" and no more than 105 pounds when completely soaked, half her
weight was in the bursting chest plastic surgery bestowed upon her and the
other half in the perfectly sculpted ass Mother Nature blessed her with. She
walked like a Hollywood starlet, talked like a trucker, and cut to the point like a
dagger.

“What, you going dyke on me, Winston?” Renee boomed as she slinked
across the lounge while trying to wrangle one of her massive boobs into a
sequenced cocktail dress two sizes too small.

“You wish,” Terri grinned.
“Well, maybe,” Renee snorted, uncomfortably sliding into the booth. “One

more loser in my life and I’m switching sides.” She eyed the gin and tonic, “For
me? You shouldn’t have,” and with that she snatched up the drink and took one
long, relaxing sip.

Renee was one of the first people Terri met when she came to Miami two
years ago and perhaps the only real friend she had. Her story was quite differ-
ent from Terri’s, growing up in an extremely loving Catholic family, the second
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youngest of five children, and the only girl. She came to Miami on spring break
from Boston College where she was studying Performing Arts, and the wild
side in her decided to stay. She painted, rented a bungalow in The Grove, fever-
ishly read check-out counter romance novels, traveled anywhere on a whim,
sunbathed topless on South Beach, loved spending Sundays traipsing through
outdoor flea markets, was addicted to York Peppermint Patties and the Boston
Red Sox, voted for Nader, and still enjoyed an open and loving relationship
with her family despite the choices she made.

“Course they love me,” Renee shared late one night over margaritas and
Morrissey albums when Terri asked how her family felt about her being a
dancer. “My ma has an artist’s soul and the old man knows he’s gonna need
someone to wipe his ass and make him gnocchi when she finally decides to
leave him to paint the canals of Venice.”

“So what shakes, Winston?” Renee asked, refreshed from her drink and now
focused back on the impossible task of getting her breasts in place.

“Interesting choice of words,” Terri smiled. “You’ve obviously got your
hands full tonight.”

“Friggin’ asshole Randy tells me this is all they got for me to wear on the
floor tonight,” Renee complained, vainly trying to stuff her right breast into
the dress like a pillow into a gym sock. “‘Everything else is out at the dry clean-
ers,’ he says. Little demon prick lives to make me miserable.”

Randy was the club owner’s chauvinistic pig stepson and Floor Manager at
The Stallion. To be fair, he was universally offensive to all the dancers, though
his level of obnoxiousness did seem to rise in direct proportion to a woman’s
independence and assertiveness. On that scale, Renee firmly held the number
one spot.

“Well, you did date him, didn’t you?” Terri chided.
Renee stopped, and with one hooter askew, turned her best evil eye on

Terri. “Watch it, Winston, with talk like that. You might be the best customer
I’ve had all night, but I’ll still kick your ass.”

“Yeah, but I’m gonna give you a helluva tip,” Terri said as she locked her fin-
gers together, propped both elbows up on the table and rested her chin on her
hands. She fixed her eyes on Renee’s with an intensity that promised some-
thing big. The two sat silent for a moment.

“Big tip, huh,” Renee finally said as she gave up on the dress, leaned back in
the booth and laid her hands on the table. “I’m listening.”
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August 17, 2006

Harold Prescott despised intemperance, no matter the context. As a financier,
that aspect of his personality drove his professional success. As an avid back-
gammon player, it kept him ahead of the game.

Lunching on the 28th floor of One Financial Plaza in the Tower Club, taking
in the panoramic view over Ft. Lauderdale, he now found himself enjoying
both. Prescott regularly was invited out to lunch—clients, subordinates, and
even the bank President regularly wanted to bend his talented ear about some
nonsense or another—but Harold seldom if ever obliged. This fine August
afternoon, however, backgammon was the main course and the stakes were
considerable as he preferred.

It was at Wharton where Harold first became aware of the game. Classmates
by and large flocked to two other games—the self-anointed intellectuals
choosing chess and the C-student, social animals preferring poker. Harold, as
he always seemed to in life, ran on the fringe so neither group nor game fit
him. Instead, he fell in with a band of single-malt sipping, Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson studying backgammon aficionados. “The Dead Poets Society” save
for the cigars, gambling, and lack of any sort of meaningful awakening, self-
discovery, or poetry. “The Backgam-mongers” as they called themselves, spent
endless hours honing their skills and strategies.

Indeed, backgammon was a game of skill. Harold recoiled when others
referred to his as a game of chance. As former World Backgammon Champion
Paul Magriel, perhaps the game’s most articulate authority, once testified in a
U.S. court on that very topic, “Even after rolling, you may have as many as 30
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or more options. The decision where to move your men after the dice have
been cast—that is the essence of the game. Chance is not a material factor.”

Chance was never a material factor in Harold Prescott’s life, not in his pas-
times and certainly not in his business. That was why the man sitting across
from him, while a welcomed lunch companion given his ability on the board,
did raise suspicion regarding the other game he was attempting to play.

“Appears to be a glorious day all around,” smiled Alán Sedgwick, his last roll
bringing his final checker into his home board. He strummed his fingers on
the Cube beside him, the 4 now showing. It was the backgammon equivalent
of a taunt.

The Cube in backgammon is ultimately what determines the stake. Slightly
larger than a regular die, it has six sides and each has a number on it starting
with 2 and doubling with 4, 8, 16, 32 and up to 64. Each number is a multiple
of the stake the players agree to before the game begins, and both Harold and
Alán preferred the stake high, $1,000 a game. Some might find that out of
character for the conservative Mr. Prescott, though his business was high
stakes. He simply was a master at analyzing and controlling the risks.

During the course of the game, as each player rolls to move their checkers
around the board with the goal of bearing them all off first, the stakes can be
raised. This is done when one player considers it worth their while to double,
and they “offer” the Cube to their opponent. If the opponent refuses the
increase then they automatically forfeit the game, “dropping” at the current
stake. Accept the Cube, and the stake doubles.

A player owns the Cube, holds it on their side of the table, until the game
ends or they wish to double and offer the Cube back to the opponent at the
next higher level. In this way—offering and accepting, accepting and offer-
ing—the amount of money played for in one game could escalate dramatically.
Ownership of the Cube meant control of the stake, a position Sedgwick now
held and Harold preferred.

Harold shifted and took the dice, the expected offer not coming. Sedgwick
was a bold player who regularly took risks. On the board, as in business, that
could return great gains or substantial losses. Harold rolled a Six and a Five.
Now he had all but one of his checkers in his home board with a seemingly bet-
ter balance across his points than Alán.

“Yes, Alán, certainly appears to be shaping up into quite a day.”
Sedgwick grinned. He thrived on moments like these. Without a word he

picked up the Cube, turned the 8 up, leaned forward and placed it on the bar
in the middle of the board. He eased back in his chair, not a care in the world.
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Harold thoughtfully smoothed his mustache and surveyed the board. He
expected this. Yes, Sedgwick had all his checkers in, but all fifteen were stacked
between his Two, Three and Four points. Prescott was at risk $8,000, $16,000 if
Alán were to gammon him, though given the current position of Harold’s
checkers and how his opponent’s checkers were stacked, the odds he would not
bear a single checker off were slim.

“I accept, Mr. Sedgwick,” Harold nodded as he picked up the Cube and
placed it on his side of the board.

Alán rolled. A Five and a One, he had no move. It was now Harold’s roll and
he placed his dice in his cup. A Two and a Four. Not only was he able to bring
his final checker home, he was also able to bear one off.

“Good roll, sir,” Alán complimented. The smile remained confident.
Coffees were refreshed and the game continued on. Alán’s hot hand chilled.

For every two checkers Harold bore off, Sedgwick bore one. Now they sat,
Harold with two checkers remaining and Alán with four.

Probability was high that Harold would be banking $8,000 of Sedgwick’s
money today, “or at least it better be coming from Sedgwick’s personal
account,” Prescott thought with the slightest of grins as he considered his next
move. Harold’s bank, the institution funding the construction of Ocean Raton,
was extremely interested as to how clients spent their money, particularly when
it was the bank’s money. Harold typically shared that same interest save for the
rare occasion when backgammon was involved.

It was Harold’s roll and time to insert the dagger. Confidently he picked up
the Cube and placed it in front of Alán, 16 up. In response, a contented grin
crossed Sedgwick’s face.

“What’s that I hear?” Sedgwick continued to smile. “A tree falling in the for-
est?”

“Comparing yourself to the mighty oak, are you?” Harold quipped, a bit
miffed by Sedgwick’s ego. Certainly he felled Alán in the past and would do so
again in the future.

“Oh no,” assured Sedgwick, “I would never be so bold with a player of your
stature, Harold. No, simply a humble attempt at humor as I call Beaver.”

“Beaver?” returned Prescott with surprise. In backgammon, when a player
is doubled, he may immediately redouble, or “Beaver,” while retaining posses-
sion of the cube. Apparently this was the tack Sedgwick the reckless gambler
was now taking. It was Harold’s option to either accept and drive the stake to
32, or refuse and forfeit the game.
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This was Alán’s desperate attempt to bully the match by playing on his
opponent’s restraint, and even though Harold knew it, a thin line of sweat
beaded on his waxed brow nonetheless. His previous certainty regarding the
$8,000 should have felt that much more comfortable at the heightened poten-
tial of banking $32,000 of this arrogant bastard’s money. From $8,000 to
$32,000 the odds did not change, they were still firmly in Harold’s favor, but
the potential now came with a much greater risk.

Sensing his nerves, Sedgwick goaded a bit more. “Nothing ventured, noth-
ing gained,” he condescended as he signaled the server from across the room.
“More coffee, Mr. Prescott, though you do look a bit warm?”

This was the side of Sedgwick which initially led Harold to recommend
passing on the construction finance of Ocean Raton, though the bank Presi-
dent had been smitten with Sedgwick’s bravado and overruled. Brashness was
excused as confidence. Extravagance perceived as a stylish flair. Impulsiveness
revered as bold decisiveness. Over the past twelve months Harold had to admit
Sedgwick charmed him over to a degree, but now he was experiencing those
characteristics firsthand. They made him nervous, but more importantly, they
made him mad.

“No,” he said flatly.
“No, you are refusing the redouble?” Alán perked up in his chair, interested

eyes flashing behind his relaxed facade.
“No, I am refusing the coffee,” Harold replied as he dismissed the server

with a brush of his hand. “I will, however, accept your double since you appar-
ently feel the need to more than adequately pay for our lunch.”

With fluid grace he plucked his dice from the table, dropped them into his
cup and confidently rolled. A Two and a Six. Harold had one checker left on his
Three point. Across the board Sedgwick sat with two checkers on his Three
point and one each on his Two and Four points. His pulse began to moderate.

Sedgwick eyed the board as he gently shook the dice in his cup. Harold
could almost see a twitch, but dismissed it as perhaps his own wishful percep-
tion. $32,000 might not be much on paper to this braggart, but he had to be
feeling it. At a minimum, losing a chunk of change this size to his banker over
lunch wouldn’t much bolster Alán’s rep, and that perhaps had him more ner-
vous than anything.

His roll: a Three and a Four. Down to two checkers. Without hesitation
Alán picked up the Cube and placed it in front of Harold, 64 up.

The balls. Harold’s eyes locked on Alán’s. Backgammon had been held for
centuries as a game reserved for nobility. During the Third Crusade in 1190,
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the French king decreed no man below the rank of knight should play. And
now here was Sedgwick debasing it like a hustler throwing dice in a back alley.

“You know, Alán, there comes a point when the bank collects its due,”
Harold stated as he rolled his dice, the action signifying his acceptance. A Two
and a Five.

“Yes,” Sedgwick responded with a nod as he rolled his own dice. “But col-
lecting requires I make my fair share.”

A Two and a Three. Alán snapped his fingers for the check. Harold could
only stare ahead in disbelief. He had just fell victim to what he despised.

“Lunch was and will be my pleasure,” Alán grinned as he signed the tab. “As
for the wager, don’t worry about it. The story is worth so much more.”

A cold sternness creased Prescott’s face, his icy glare quickly wiping the
smug grin from Sedgwick’s face. Eyes locked, he swiftly pulled out a bankbook
from his attaché and in a moment’s pass slid a check across the table. “Sir, I
always promptly pay my debts in full. Come October 1, I trust you will do the
same.”

“Fantastic,” Candida huffed, pacing around Sedgwick who lay with his head
down, stretched across the black leather bench in misery. Her heels clicked like
a metronome on the cold tile.

“I don’t want to talk about it.”
“Why not? I mean, we’re falling further behind our finance covenant by the

day, and you not only go and take $64,000 off our banker, but piss him off in
the process,” she continued. “I would think you’d be strolling along Las Olas
crowing about that.”

“I do not want to talk about it,” came the firm response.
“Oh, come now. Dazzle me with your brilliant gamesmanship one more

time.”
“Quiet!” Alán barked. “Now is not the time.”
Candida stopped, hands on her hips, nostrils flaring. She knew he could not

see her, but he definitely would feel her stare drilling into him. “That was out
of line,” she snarled.

“No,” he flatly contested. “Bringing up work was out of line and out of char-
acter. If you continue, this is over.”

She clenched her jaw and ground her teeth. Even in this he was right, the
shit. His head was turned away from her, but his back lay wide-open before her
as if calling for a crack of her riding crop. So she did.
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Sedgwick groaned in pain. “That’s better,” he heaved as he strained against
the love cuffs that held him strapped in place. Turning his blindfolded eyes in
her dominatrix clad direction. “Now, tell me I’m a bad boy and discipline me
more. Rub your pussy in my face.”

“Crack!” echoed the crop once more, this time across his bare ass. Sedgwick
squirmed with pleasure.

“You will not tell me what to do,” Candida commanded. And she meant it.
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August 23, 2006

Terri and Renee sat in the sales center conference room waiting for Candida
and Mr. Sedgwick to arrive. Last night the two called an emergency meeting
for 9 AM this morning, and upon arriving, Terri and Renee found nobody here.
That was not surprising, however, given the course of recent events.

Renee accepted Terri’s “tip” on the spot, and since joining the Ocean Raton
sales team less than three weeks ago, quickly established herself as a force to be
reckoned with. The same sass and confidence that worked so well for her at the
club was bringing deals to the table; it was just a different table than the one
she typically conducted business around. That was the point.

Renee did not have a real estate license, or the desire to spend the time get-
ting one, so her role was to bird-dog The Stallion and associated social venues
to find prospective buyers. Technically, she did not need a real estate license to
sell new developer product in Florida, but that did not matter. She was quite
content introducing the gentlemen to Terri. Then Renee just sat back while
Terri worked her magic and she collected a 1% referral fee on every contract.
“Italian women are natural matchmakers, and I obviously take nature to a
whole new level,” was how Renee introduced herself to Candida. “Winston
here has banked you a winner.”

“Team Tits,” as the other four Ocean Raton sales associates referred to Terri
and Renee, was kicking butt. Over the last three weeks, the duo combined for
seven sales, not including the foot fetish chiropractor, while their counterparts
yielded a collective goose-egg. “Pissing those arrogant tight-asses off might be
better than the money,” Renee joked after their third sale together. “I left my
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plastic surgeon’s card on each of their desks with a note, ‘Maybe it’s time.’
Worst case, one of them will take my advice and he pays me a referral too!”

Now they sat curious, contemplating what was coming next. As regimented
as Candida was, she never called emergency meetings, and to be ten minutes
late? Something big was coming down, and as each of their espresso-charged
iced lattes started to kick in, so did the speculation and nervous conversation.

“I bet it’s about the article in yesterday’s paper,” offered Terri.
“What article?”
“Cover of the Sun-Sentinel, ‘Condo Flood Running Dry.’ Talked about too

many over-priced condos and not enough buyers. Mentioned us by name.”
“Really? Did they spell ‘Vicarro’ right?”
“Not you and me. Ocean Raton.”
Renee took a sip and dove ahead. “Hope that’s what we’re meeting about.”
“What?”
“Ocean Raton.”
“I have a sneaking suspicion it just may be involved.”
Renee shot Terri an unamused look. “No, the name.”
“Ocean Raton?”
“Yeah. No self-respecting spic is going to buy here.”
“Manuel did,” replied Terri, “and they do in Boca all the time.”
“I said self-respecting,” countered Renee. “It must suck for him going

through an airport.”
“Imagine what it’s like for him to pee.”
“I’d rather not,” sighed Renee. “Hey, did I tell you how absolutely fabulously

fierce we look in these dresses?”
Renee stood and twirled, admiring the new ivory silk crochet dress Terri

bought her as a “Thank You” during their trip to Bal Harbour Shops yesterday.
Terri splurged on herself as well, investing in a simply stylish black crepe dress
she now wore with a white alligator belt. Candida had actually encouraged the
trip, reminding them “the finest represents the finest,” with the added bonus
that sales professionals can list wardrobe as a tax deductible.

“But of course,” Terri drawled, “ladies of our pedigree require high fashion.
By the way, darling, our designer, Oscar de la Renta, he’s a spic and I fancy he
would quite enjoy the Ocean Raton life.”

“Oscar de la Renta is no spic,” countered Renee. “He’s Italian. Only a guinea
would design a dress like this to fit tits like these.”

“Au contraire, mon ami, but he is. Dominican, just like your beloved
Manny, Big Papi, and Alfonso Ribeiro.”
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“Alfonso Who? Ain’t no one by that name I know played for the Sox.”
“I just threw him in. The tap dancing, Pepsi kid with Michael Jackson. Per-

haps better known to you as Carlton Banks in The Fresh Prince of Bel Air.”
“You’re a dork,” Renee paused to further tease her friend with a right-

handed “L” salute to the forehead, “Funny thing, that show, I thought it sucked
wicked big when it was on, and now for some insane reason my TiVo records
the re-runs like three times a day.”

“Maybe your TiVo likes it … or just likes messing with you.”
“Right,” Renee looked at her watch, anxious with the time-filler conversa-

tion. “Why would we have an emergency meeting about an article? There’s a
friggin’ boatload of them in the paper every day.”

“Because this one called us out and Candida is all about focus and the
power of positive thinking. She doesn’t want anyone to dwell on it, so she’s
going to blast it as a crock and then completely dismiss it.”

“Only worry about what we can control,” Renee quoted from Practice Makes
Perfect & Perfect Means Process. “So then why are we the only ones here?”

“Because we’re the most negative influences,” grinned Terri with a glint in
her eye.

“Hardly,” cut in Candida as she strode into the conference through the side
door from her office. The two had their backs to her and just about jumped
out of their seats in surprise. Turning, they shifted in their chairs like high
school freshmen busted for passing notes in class.

“Might be time for decaf,” Candida smiled flatly as she gracefully eased into
a chair. She was dressed more casually than usual in an elegant cream silk
blouse and calfskin leather skirt right at the knee. Her hair was down and the
long, chestnut curls delicately framed her face while a simple, platinum Tif-
fany’s choker sparkled brilliantly against her copper skin.

Candida’s manner was different as well, both tense and relaxed at the same
time. It was the look of a person relieved to reach a conclusion, though not
necessarily pleased with it. “Alán will be joining us shortly. He will be the only
other person joining us.”

Terri and Renee glanced at each other. Terri began, “What about …”
“They’ve been terminated. Chantel and Marie-Fredrique are still onboard,

though it is unnecessary for them to attend this discussion. I will brief them
separately.”

Chantel Jackson, Ocean Raton’s nineteen year-old receptionist, was a living
contrast; her sharp wit, bold tongue and sexy style counter-balanced by a deep
Baptist devotion and conservative political agenda. Marie-Fredrique Puatier,
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on the other hand, dismissed complexity and took a black and white approach.
An all-business, tight-lipped but warm-hearted, fiftysomething grandmother,
she was ideally suited for her position as office manager. They were a younger
sister and matriarch to Terri and Renee, and the unlikely combination worked
perfectly together.

“I do hope you will forgive our tardiness as we needed to make one stop
prior to this meeting and that conversation ran over,” Candida explained. “Suf-
fice it to say, we have terminated the services of Drum & Gregge effective today.
All advertising and marketing programs currently operating under the ‘One’
label will cease immediately.”

Candida was wasting no time. Terri and Renee quickly felt their caffeinated
flush cool as the temperature in the room seemed to drop by twenty degrees.
In turn, straight-shooting Renee fired off the question Terri was thinking. “Are
we going out of business?”

Without hesitation Candida looked them both directly in the eye. “Hardly.
In fact, we must grow our staff and sales activities very rapidly over the next
four weeks.”

As Candida spoke, Alán stepped into the room, his normally nonchalant,
aristocratic gait replaced with a brisk, determined urgency. He slipped into the
chair beside Candida and picked up the conversation without missing a beat.

“Ladies, there is a change in plans, and that is where you come in.” He
paused, his eyes studying them both. “You are now the plan.”

What inspired the implementation of “Option Two,” as Sedgwick referred
to the plan, was the impending first finance payment due October 1st. Making
this payment would in turn trigger a major cash installment from the bank,
and to secure that funding at a continued favorable interest rate, Sedgwick
must not only come up with the cash but also demonstrate market acceptance
in the form of sales contracts. Specifically, Harold Prescott and his bank
wanted tangible evidence people were buying, and as the bank covenant stipu-
lated, further funding required a minimum of 25% of the units sold.

“Seventy-eight total contracts, ladies,” Candida stated. “To date we’ve sold
42, or an average of seven a month. No matter the current environ-
ment—cooling market, negative media, hurricane season—that will not suf-
fice. Bottom line, we need to increase our sales rate by 515% over the next
thirty days.”

“And I thought you’d be asking for the impossible,” Renee quipped.
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With a steely glare, Candida silenced her. “Continuing operations ‘as is,’
would be impossible, Ms. Vicarro, not to mention terminal. Drastic times call
for drastic measures. Effective immediately, we’re instituting an all exotic sales
force.”

They sat in silence. Terri and Renee were not quite sure what “all exotic”
meant, and Candida looked annoyed that she did. Ficus trees and spider mon-
keys? Alán broke the silence.

“Strippers,” he said bluntly, dropping his gentleman’s pretense. “Exotic
dancers, adult entertainers, ladies of the lap, whatever you prefer. Plain and
simple,” he cleared his throat, regaining his poise and polish, “we’re going to
sell this building to men of adequate means using a professional lady’s ability
to control male decision-making by redirecting blood flow to his little head.”

Over the course of the next hour, Alán and Candida laid it all out. The plan,
its execution, and simplicity had Terri and Renee transfixed. At times one
would glance at the other wondering if they should be flattered or offended.
Either way, pulling it off would land them both knee-deep in some serious
coin.

Starting that very day Terri and Renee would lead recruiting, pulling talent
from other B-level clubs like The Stallion. Candida did not want to bother with
the diamond clubs since most of those clients were likely encumbered with real
estate, and dancers at the top of the pay scale would not be as hungry or willing
to hustle as they would need to for this unique venture.

As many smart, stable, willing professional ladies Terri and Renee could
find the better. Real estate experience was a detriment; desire the only require-
ment. Candida would approve each recruit, and if she did, Terri and Renee
would then get a 1% bonus on every sale the newcomer referred.

“Thirty-six contracts at an average price of $1.65 million, nets you a
$594,000 bonus to split,” Candida challenged, “and that’s just the bonus.” They
had one week, and then she was bringing in Hurst.

Hurst. That was all he went by, and all he needed. A South Florida institu-
tion, Hurst was the Madonna of event planning in both the Mother of God and
Material Girl sense. Back in the late ’70s, he introduced real estate developers
to the elaborate opulence of a Broadway-style sales event when he had one of
The Flying Wallendas walk a tightrope blindfolded between two high-rises on
Williams Island as guests sipped highballs listening to The Florida Orchestra
whom he also suspended above the ground on a stage of I-beams. The purpose
was to announce a new condominium which would occupy the space the brave
Wallenda traversed. A lovely idea in and of itself, but what earned Hurst his
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legend was how he helped his clients capitalize on the vapor he created. In this
case, he directed the developer to charge a premium he normally wouldn’t for
the condos built at “about the same” height which the tightrope walker trav-
eled, and in return the proud homebuyer had a unique story to tell along with
a commemorative photo of the actual stunt autographed by the aerialist with
the dedication, “Enjoy the view … I didn’t have a chance to.” The three floors
in that general vicinity sold out on the first day.

Over the course of the ensuing three decades, such extravaganzas became a
right of passage in South Florida real estate. People in the industry, and it was
assumed the actual condo buyers, viewed the ability to throw a flashy and
flamboyant soiree as the mark of a great builder and product. They were selling
the sizzle, not the steak.

Polo matches atop high-rises catered with ostrich steaks and lamb chop lol-
lipops, entire city blocks mirrored and staged for elaborate laser light shows
recalling the great pyramids of Egypt, or fountained pools set aflame only to
have the likes of Tony Bennett emerge like a phoenix atop a floating acrylic
stage to perform an impromptu set of favorites. What these decadent displays
had to do with the real estate people were buying was as inconsequential as a
Flying Wallenda blindly balanced at the same altitude your sofa now sits.
Around such triviality, however, Hurst built an empire which he would roll out
in full-force to support three weeks of events expressly designed to capitalize
on the talents and clientele the newly recruited staff would bring to the Ocean
Raton sales center.

“Every other night we will host an event, each with a different theme,” Sedg-
wick explained. “From Astral Dimensional Sunrise Lounge to Leather & Lace
Robot Discothèque … we will give them plenty of reasons to come.”

“And never want to leave,” Candida added. “Because like the original oils
hanging on these walls, what we’re going to give them a taste of can be theirs to
savor forever, but only if they sign on the dotted line and make Ocean Raton
their home. Be ready.”

Immediately following the meeting, Terri and Renee made a beeline to
Renee’s bungalow with just one stop along the way. Margaritas or gin and ton-
ics would not sufficiently assist them in putting this all into perspective. This
called for Rasta Roy’s Smoke Shack and a clean bag of hydro. Rarely did either
partake in the kind bud, but this was an occasion that called for a mental
molecular massage. They needed to get high.
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An hour-and-a-half later, completely stoned and satiated on a half-gallon of
Breyer’s chocolate chip cookie dough ice cream, the two lay in repose atop a sea
of chenille and chamois throw pillows strewn across the high-gloss hardwood
of Renee’s living room floor listening to Stone Temple Pilots’ “Purple” album.
The thick and melodic opening riffs of “Big Empty” were just starting to chunk
through the speakers, though Terri did not know if it was the first time they
had heard the song or the fourth.

“I love this tune!” she gushed.
“That’s what you said last time.”
“We listened to this already?”
“At some point before this moment in time, and certainly again in the

future when the words you speak become history,” Renee divined. Unlike Terri
who just loved everything and wanted to eat when she was baked, Renee was a
Socrates stoner who spoke in cryptic, philosophical sound bytes.

Scott Weiland’s voice echoed from somewhere across the room, or the sea.
“Her dizzy head is conscience laden.”

“Appropriate line for the moment,” Renee mused.
“It’s awesome.”
“I prefer ‘Art School Girl.’”
“You would,” said Terri, “but I mean the plan. Option Two … sounds so

Tom Clancy novel.”
“I prefer Christina Dodd. Romance, after all, is both a noun and a verb.”
“What?”
“It’s got me dizzy.”
“Yeah, knocking me on my ass too. I love this weed!”
“I’m referring back to your Tom Clancy novel,” corrected Renee, “Option

Two.”
“Oh yeah, me too,” refocused Terri, “but in a good way. Like, this is the

break I’ve been waiting for, working for.”
“It’s stripping for commission checks instead of $20s.”
“Don’t be so cynical,” Terri replied, discouraging any attempt at buzz kill.

“This is big. This could be the one that gets us ahead. I love it!”
As if commenting on the dialogue, Scott Weiland sang on, “These conversa-

tions kill.”
“I would say I’m already ahead,” Renee continued down her philosophical

trail. “I’ve got all I need right here and it’s all here right.”
“So you don’t think you could be any better off than you are right now?”

Terri asked.
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“What does ‘better off ’ mean?”
“It means you’re avoiding my question,” Terri goaded with a laugh. “What

do you think it means?”
Renee paused for a moment, staring up at the ceiling, and Terri was unclear

if it was for effect or because she was really contemplating her answer. Then
again, maybe she was just too high and zoned on STP.

Finally, Renee propped herself up on one elbow and looked thoughtfully
into Terri’s lead-lidded, bloodshot eyes. “There are some decisions I might
change, and there are some things I’d love to have, but my life’s my own and
I’m living it the best I can.”

“We’re strippers.”
“That somehow insults you?”
Scott and the boys moved on from “Big Empty” to “Unglued,” and the song’s

growling energy seemed to fire Terri up as well.
“I think there are better things to be,” Terri acknowledged to herself as

much as Renee.
“Yeah, being the person who cures cancer is probably better, but where I am

in my life right now, I like being a stripper. The Stallion can get on my nerves,
but other than that, I like the freedom and I like the way it makes me feel.”

“But what about how people feel about you?”
“What about it?” Renee countered. “You think sliding your ass up and down

the pole is demeaning but sliding your ass up the corporate ladder is noble?”
“It just limits you,” Terri began, “I mean, look at what Candida has accom-

plished.”
“Are you seeking her approval?” Renee interjected.
“No,” came the hasty response with a hint of defensiveness that made Terri

blush with the realization this was indeed the case.
“Because if you are,” Renee continued with a nod, “then you need to realize,

whether it’s that Cambridge brainiac Stephen Hawking, Candida Ramundo, D
Wade, or Terri Winston, successful people use the skills they got to get what
they want.”

“Exactly, that’s my point,” Terri replied. “I got into dancing for the money,
but I am not staying for a career. I’ve got too much talent. You, me, we’re better
people than that.”

“What makes a better person?”
“Big house in the right neighborhood, Porsche, corner office, weekend get-

away in the Bahamas,” Terri grinned.
“Being materially better off doesn’t make you better.”
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“Spare me the Dr. Phil-osophy. Things go right and you’ll be sitting pretty,
real pretty.”

“I’m all for making money, sweetie, but not at any cost,” Renee returned.
“As long as this gig is fun and I can be me, I’m in. But don’t think wearing a
suit versus wearing nothing makes one person better than another.”

“Don’t deflect your own inner insecurities on me,” Terri shot back with a
satisfied grin. She could be high and mighty as well.

Renee laughed so hard in response that she fell off her propped elbow. That
set off a fit in Terri, and by the time they were able to semi-regain composure,
the Stone Temple Pilots were halfway into “Army Ants.”

“We need something a bit mellower,” Terri coughed, finally catching her
breath.

“And thought provoking,” Renee agreed as she raised her hand and pointed
the outstretched remote in the general direction of the entertainment center.
The plodding beat went silent and soon was replaced by the warm welcome of
a live audience and the gentle strum of an acoustic guitar.

“Always good with JT Live,” Renee sighed, a peaceful smile relaxed across
her face. “Sweet Baby James.”

Order restored, the two settled deeper into the pillows, the crisp white
stucco ceiling seeming fifty feet above them. Invisible halogen fireflies danced
among the slow-motion blades of the ceiling fan as they sparked across the
ether.

“Hey, I know you got this whole ambitious, successful, professional achieve-
ment, status thing going on, and that’s cool,” Renee picked up.

“Thanks, Freebird,” Terri interrupted.
“You’re welcome, wiseass,” Renee fired back along with a pillow playfully

aimed at Terri’s head, “and I know you’ve got this whole vision in your mind of
how you’re going to make it happen. Just keep in mind who you are and why
you’re doing what you’re doing as you go.”

“Any other words of wisdom to share, sensei?” Terri asked, returning fire
with a pillow of her own.

Renee cupped her left breast as thoughtfully as Longfellow would cradle his
bearded chin contemplating a line of prose. “All in good time, grasshopper.
Another day, another joint,” she rose from the floor and smiled down to Terri,
“but right now we’ve got work to do.”

Five hours later with the late summer sun setting, “Team Tits” stood in
front of Club Kanga, the neon splashed parking lot ripe with H3s, 3 Series
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BMWs, C-Class Mercedes, chromed Chrysler 300s and an assortment of other
aspiring chariots. This was a popular after-work spot with hot-shot, up-and-
coming cruise line and hotel execs located on the northern outskirts of Ft. Lau-
derdale. Just the type of clientele Terri was looking for; she didn’t want to deal
with lawyers, bankers or financial analysts at the closing table.

Once they were able to get past the bouncer and convince him they were not
interested in work, the duo moved to the bar, each grabbed a Diet Coke and
began surveying the scene. In turn, the scene began to survey them, and it
wasn’t simply to admire the Chanel Haute Couture they were fashioning. One
particularly confident, self-loving slickster idled up beside them.

“Two hotties like you come strolling in, looking around, looking for action,
and I know you got to be professionals.”

“We are,” Terri locked his eyes and flashed a sly grin, a touch of THC still
lingering in her system, “and our average price is $1.65 million.”

His eyes bulged.
“And worth every square inch,” Renee joined the fun, sliding up against

Terri. “You interested?”
Stunned, their would-be suitor could only manage to shake his head with

an awkward chuckle as he slinked back into the crowded periphery. Terri and
Renee soon followed, moving toward the elevated lounge area where they
could secure a better vantage point to check out the action. It was easy to dis-
appear in Club Kanga, low amber lighting creating a crowd of faceless, shifting
silhouettes. The joint was new, a little over a year old, decently furnished and
designed with numerous nooks and crannies conducive to intimate business
transactions. Hot lights burned brightly only over the main runway and two
satellite stages.

“New” also described the money lining the pockets of Club Kanga’s patrons,
or at least the newly qualified credit limits balanced dangerously on the cards
lining their wallets. These men were now in the teenage years of their profes-
sional lives, once again filled with the bulletproof, testosterone fueled bravado
that buoyed them the first time around. A few outliers sat among them, unbe-
knownst to even themselves. Souls unaware that time and age moved them
into the adulthood of their careers, forever sentenced to live in their parent’s
basement, buy beer for underage neighborhood boys, and chase unsuccessfully
after the high school girls used to bait them out.

The entertainers were as young and fresh as their clients’ newfound afflu-
ence and as cocky too. They had the same invincible confidence in their eyes.
They felt the power they could wield over these men who strutted like pea-
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cocks but could be controlled like puppy dogs with merely a touch, a look, and
a whisper. It could be intoxicating, which could be dangerous because power
unchecked will either destroy itself or be broken and controlled by a greater
force.

It was with this knowledge that Terri and Renee panned the dancers’ faces.
Though they were only a few years older, they felt a lifetime wiser. A club like
The Stallion catered to folks on both sides of the hill: those rising up, and those
falling down. That was true of the clients and the talent. There were daily les-
sons to be learned at a place like The Stallion while hard falls with long, painful
recoveries were typical at a club like the Kanga. Just maybe they could help
someone avoid that tonight.

“The brunette over there,” Renee pointed, “grabbing a smoke by the cigar
bar.”

“Too cynical,” Terri assessed with a glance. Perhaps it was countless hours
listening to her parents scheme, or her dark days on the streets of New Orleans,
but Terri had an uncanny ability to instantly read people. Renee learned the
hard way not to doubt Terri’s judgment.

“I’m cynical,” Renee commented.
“Exactly,” Terri grinned as her eyes kept searching. “I don’t want to make

the same mistake twice.”

Leo Levine sat at his kitchen table pretending to work through bills. An
after-dinner glass of Chablis at the ready, he punched keys on the calculator
and scribbled notes on statements. What he was tallying amounted to nothing
and the scribbling constituted the same. He needed cover, time to think, and
Phyl never disturbed him while managing the family finances.

Phyllis Krasha Goldstein, Leo’s wife of 29 years, sat in their great room
watching one of the countless Law & Order series she so adored. The two met
in Teaneck, New Jersey, he a recent college grad and she a typist, and they
immediately fell in comfort with one another. Their relationship was like a pair
of Key West bed slippers: something everyone supposed you should have, but
save for that rare chilly night, not a thing you paid much mind.

They dated casually for three years, never actually falling in love, but instead
using mutual comfort as a way to pass the time until they found their true soul
mate. As months became years and convenience contentment, they settled on
spending their lives with the one whom it would be easiest versus the one they
were destined. They married, took an annual vacation together and weekend
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trips apart. They agreed to have a dog, never children, individual savings, and a
joint checking account.

Truth be known, Phyl never bothered Leo while he balanced the checkbook
for fear she might inadvertently blow her cover. For the past six years she had
been pocketing small amounts of cash on debit card purchases at the grocery
store, Walgreens and every other shop she could find that offered the conve-
nience of “cash back.” Leo had no clue, and the last thing she wanted to do was
give cause by interrupting. That would only upset him and inevitably lead to a
rant lamenting his efforts to try and keep their affairs in order, sorting through
all these bills and receipts, which would culminate in questions about where
was she putting that money, which if pressed, she would be left no option but
to … it was better this way, for now.

“You ready for your coffee cake, dear?” Phyl asked in character.
“I’m fine right now, thanks,” Leo sounded absorbed. “You enjoy your pro-

gram.”
He was absorbed, but definitely not feeling fine. For years he had been

skimming money off the top of his paycheck before depositing it in their
checking account. “It’s my hard earned paycheck,” he said with great pomp
when Phyl asked him why he just didn’t let direct deposit handle it, “and my
privilege to personally deposit it in the bank. I will leave no such honor to a
machine.”

Those “liberated dollars” as he referred to his paycheck pilfering, funded his
trips to the dog track and other diversionary pleasures such as The Stallion.
Now it was all at risk because he wanted to be a big shot.

He needed “Big Leo” confidence. The way he felt that afternoon they spent
together outside the club looking at brochures, drinking coffee … after she
revealed her real name. “Terri” showed him there was nothing in the market
like Ocean Raton, a one-of-a-kind, and the guy behind it solid.

“It’s surefire, isn’t it?” she asked with those big, blue hypnotic eyes hungry
for his approval.

“Yeah, baby, yeah,” he told her. “Yeah, baby, yeah.”
Yeah, indeed. Big Leo was sitting with everything tied up in Ocean Raton

and now a front page story labeled it a potential bust. Another ten percent
would be coming due soon, and he had no clue where to get the money. Did
she play him? Terri said she was from West Virginia, and a sweet country girl
couldn’t play a guy like him. Then again, it didn’t matter.

Phyl only had a few thousand in her savings (she didn’t know he kept an eye
on her account, but what kind of man would he be if he didn’t). Besides, he
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couldn’t go to her with this. She would be overwhelmed by the numbers he was
talking; this sort of business ranged far beyond her simple secretarial pool
comprehension.

He could talk to his boss about an advance. Then again he could also talk to
a great white shark, which would likely be safer. An accountant with money
problems was not something his employer would look fondly upon.

“It is a hot market,” his words echoed, now mocking him from their booth.
“Hot,” Leo grimaced, gulping down the last of his Chablis as the water began to
boil all around him.
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still August 23, 2006

As much as they hated to think their first night of recruiting would end a bust,
it looked that way until they spotted London striding across the club. She had
been tucked away with a client in the VIP lounge for nearly two hours and
emerged just before the ten o’clock shift change leaving both the man and his
money exhausted. Standing 6'1" without heels and radiating the aura of a pro-
fessional beach volleyball goddess, there was no missing her.

“Ladies,” she said politely pausing as Renee and Terri approached to inter-
cept, “if either of your husbands claims to be sleeping with me, I don’t go that
way. If you do, I just completed a two hour man-athon, my shift is over, and
right now I’m only interested in a hot bath and Harlan Coben.” She renewed
her trot.

“What about choice ‘C’?” Terri tossed out to get her attention.
“I don’t do porn or pictures,” she smirked and turned to continue, “but

thanks.”
“Do you do business suits and six-digit paychecks?” Renee countered.
London stopped. “If it’s legit, though finding something professional yet

sexy in my size is a bitch. What are you selling?”
“It’s what you might be selling that we’d like to discuss,” Terri locked eyes

with London, who returned her stare comfortably and confidently. “Let’s grab
a cup of coffee, and we’ll have you cracking Harlan open in less than an hour.”

In fact, it took almost two hours and three grande iced vanilla lattes to bring
London on board. Caffeine and the suspicion of youth can raise great walls,
but even Terri and her apprehensions knew this girl was perfect.
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London, “too cool not to be my real name,” was a Florida Cracker born and
raised in the Panhandle just outside Pensacola. “Yes, I am the classic stripper
trailer park child, but please don’t ever consider me limited or victimized,” she
shared as Terri and Renee asked about how she got in the business. “My mom
got knocked up by some guy from the base at 16, and had no idea whether he
was a cook or a captain since apparently she slept with members of both ranks
and others in between. My grandmother was spitting nails when she found
out, but not because Mom was pregnant. She was pissed because Mom didn’t
just stick to officers for opportunities such as this.

“So those were my two role models growing up, along with a slew of
‘Uncles’ and ‘Special Friends.’ At 16, as soon as I could legally emancipate
myself from the situation, I did, and skipped for Lauderdale to play beach vol-
leyball.”

“I can relate,” sighed Terri. “Leaving your friends, school, everything … it’s
tough. You’re going from bad to unknown, which sometimes can be worse.”

“My path was clear,” corrected London. “As I said, I legally emancipated
myself from the situation. I graduated high school at 16 and moved in with my
sanest, most distant cousin, in a geographical sense that is, while trying to
make it on the AVP tour. I worked out with some of the top players, needed to
get my seasoning, and after a couple of seasons was close to breaking in when I
broke my wrist. Well, actually EY broke it.”

“EY?” Renee asked. “And you graduated at 16?” Once London got going,
particularly halfway into her second latte, she did so with enthusiasm.

“Elaine Youngs, one of the best offensive players ever and one of the first
U.S. women to bring home an Olympic medal in the sport.” London paused
for a brief moment not so much to breathe but reflect. “I tried to stuff her,
prove I was in her league, and she showed me I wasn’t … and never would be.
Three pins,” she said waving her right wrist in the air, “and that chapter was
over. Elaine felt horrible, and I was pissed. Best block I could throw up and she
still got the point.”

“And high school?” Terri prodded.
“I never wanted to be home, so I spent my days in the library … nights too.

I’m a voracious reader, still am. Only time I didn’t have a book in my hand is
when I was in the gym or at the beach, and I’ve got a photographic memory.
Put it together and you’ve got Doogie Houser, except as an Amazon chick who
wasn’t a doctor and didn’t go to college.”

“Yeah,” agreed Renee, “couldn’t you get a scholarship or something?”
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“Sure, I had scouts from Missouri, Wisconsin, even Nebraska interested,
but I was 16 and had no one to put things into perspective for me. I just
wanted to play volleyball; thought there’d be time for the other stuff. Like I
said, when I get something in my mind, the path is clear. That’s why I gradu-
ated top of my class at 16 and that …,” she trailed off with a snicker. “Well,
sometimes the path doesn’t lead where you think.”

The wrist, the recovery, unnecessary risks, reactions … a series of decisions
tarnished by the misguided immediacy and indestructibility of youth. Her
present situation was another in the chain, though she saw that and knew
changes needed to be made before the essence of her being was forever
changed. Trusting herself to make another potentially risky decision was what
now cautioned her.

“So, basically you want me to scam guys?” London summarized following
Terri’s description of the opportunity.

“It’s not a scam,” Terri defended.
“You want me to deceitfully use sex to make a quick profit. That’s a scam. At

least what I do now, well, their money gets them some friction to go along with
the overpriced champagne and it doesn’t take them thirty years to pay it off.”

“No,” Terri contended feeling an unexpected righteousness rise up. “A scam
is fraudulent and there is nothing crooked about what we are selling. You can
question the method, though you and I both know sex is used to sell every-
thing from penthouses to pain relievers, but you cannot question the quality of
the product. You’ll see that. We’re just cutting away the bullshit window dress-
ing.”

“May be the best thing in the world, but you’re still using the allure of some-
thing the man ain’t ever going get, my ass.”

Terri needed to establish legitimacy, perhaps as much for herself as London.
“Is an overweight, 5'1" farm boy from Iowa ever going to dunk a basketball?
Will a body spray make Carmen Elektra want an acne-encrusted dozer? Will a
hair color transform a dumpy soccer mom into Heather Locklear?”

“Of course not,” London scoffed.
“Then by your definition, Gatorade, Axe and L’Oreal are all running scams.”
“No,” though there was a trace of uncertainty in London’s voice.
“Why not?” Terri pressed. “In all three cases they’re inspiring people with

the allure of something they’re never going to get. And you know what, that’s
fine, because it’s not just about the necessity, it’s the aspiration. It’s an ideal, it’s
a dream. It’s why ninety percent of the shit on Home Shopping Network gets
sold. These things make people feel good.”
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London sat quiet while Renee studied Terri with new regard. Terri stared
ahead as well, marveling at how Candida’s words so easily found their way to
her lips and wondering if she truly believed any of them.

“I want to check it out first,” London finally decided, polishing off her final
latte.

“As do we you,” nodded Terri as she slid her business card to the girl.
“Tomorrow at nine AM and dress for the job. This is a path that can take you
places.”

They slinked past one another, and as they did Terri squeezed Renee’s
breasts playfully and licked her lips. It was 1 AM and she just finished a three-
song set on the main stage; now it was Renee’s turn to turn them on. The inter-
play, a striptease equivalent of passing the baton, would start Renee off on the
right foot and immediately fill Terri’s dance card. What was it that got guys so
hot about girls who went both ways?

As the two passed each other, Renee looked into her friend’s eyes. Two
hours earlier she heard the conviction in Terri’s voice and saw the sincerity in
these same eyes as she spoke … no, she converted London to the cause. And
now here they were at The Stallion, doing their thing, seeking guys with cha-
ching, and she wondered.

Renee was in this for what she knew it was. She thought Terri was too, but
to have heard her you would have sworn she was testifying from the core of her
soul. Eyes of the genuine never lied, and Renee never thought her friend was
anything but. Though now …

“Third in from the left,” Terri whispered in Renee’s ear as she pretended to
nibble on her lobe. “Been here five times in the last two weeks with a different
‘Lex on his wrist each time. Work him.”

Renee nodded and watched Terri descend. Did she know who really was
getting worked here?
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Manuel leaned back in the examining room chair. Above he could vaguely
make out shadows. It brought tears to his eyes, or at least he sensed it did.

After the accident he opted not to have his damaged eye removed. He
couldn’t bear to lose another piece of himself, and the doctors said leaving it in
should cause no problem even though there was no chance to regain vision.
The damage to his optic chiasm was too extensive and an attempt to repair
could risk loss of vision in his functioning eye. The eye would simply become a
cloudy, discolored orb others likely would shun as they did the rest of him.

In the days following he mourned the loss, but in the months since he came
to terms with it. What choice did he have? His family seemed to love him and
Lucia was his rock, though he sensed hesitancy in their touch, a reluctance to
be close for fear of contracting his damage. At the clubs he now frequented the
women had to touch him if they wanted his money. They made him feel guapo,
feel whole. That was what the money was supposed to bring, no? He hoped his
family did not feel the same.

“Success Is In Sight,” the flyer in their mailbox heralded. Lucia came across
it and convinced him to go. “I see you trying to see yourself, Manny. I see the
man, I always have, and maybe this will help you to see him again. That is what
I pray.”

“Que,” he joked, “the consultation’s free.”
And now, traces of shapes fluttered across his retina. This would not change

his physical appearance, but it would return a piece of him. He might once
again see the world from his entirety. With that vision he could better guide his
family and be the man they needed, he needed.
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This doctor, this miracle worker told him it was possible, he was proving
that to Manuel now. The procedure, however, was extremely experimental,
unconventional and not recognized by anyone. The doctor would be taking a
huge risk, not only with his career but potentially his freedom since perform-
ing unauthorized surgery was a criminal offense. During that initial consulta-
tion he apologized to Manuel for even mentioning the chance, planting that
seed of hope.

Well, he did open the door to possibility, and after much cajoling on Man-
uel’s part the doctor was now considering his patient’s happiness over his own
risk. Manuel would reward such altruism, to the tune of one million dollars to
be exact. Manuel knew the surgery was selfish, and if it failed the rest of their
savings would likely be soaked up by the resulting medical bills and loss of cov-
erage given his recklessness, but he had to go for it. That was his nature.

Besides, Terri was going to grow their money with the new condo. Sure, he
was rolling the dice based on instinct and intuition, but he believed in this girl.
That was why he took her advice and locked in first-day pricing plus a five-per-
cent discount by paying for the whole thing upfront in cash. Terri said it was a
sure thing.

“So are you sure you want to go through with this?” his doctor asked as he
turned off the overhead light. Based on the positive results of this morning’s
preliminary tests they could operate.

“For sure, Dr. Saldo,” Manuel nodded. “As you say, ‘Success is in sight.’”

Candida signed off on London in just ten minutes. Such was the case for all
but one of the ten girls Terri and Renee presented. “Now you’re stretching,”
Candida told them as she sent the last girl away in tears. “Nine is fine. If each
brings four deals to the table, your work is done.”

It could be that easy given the talent of the team Terri and Renee recruited
in just a week’s time. After London came Dandelion, an enchanting earth
flower they found at Follies in Hollywood. She had a deep, gentle spirit and
welcoming countenance all were drawn to and trusted.

The Kitty Palace in Hialeah was particularly generous yielding Chyna,
Tammi and Cassandra. Chyna, though born in Homestead and preferring
Mexican to her ancestral Thai cuisine, played up her exotic Asian roots and
promoted herself as the club’s Zen sex kitten. Tammi was an aw shucks, Snap-
On tool calendar girl, her checkered bikini top and Daisy Duke’s ripped
straight off the walls of a greasy gear shop in Mississippi. Cassandra, or at least
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the persona assumed, was as tragic and wise as her Greek goddess namesake,
her unflinching eyes and keen insight seeing truth despite others disbelief.

Two visits to Pembroke Pines and The Cabaret brought Midnight on board,
an Air Force brat and former stewardess who decided, “If I was going to walk
down aisles that narrow, in skirts that tight, with every guy slyly trying to rub
against my ass for a thrill, I might as well get paid properly for it.” The poten-
tial payout at Ocean Raton convinced her there could be benefits to sliding that
ass back into one of those tight business skirts.

Renee met Encanta at a private Jewish gentlemen’s club in Aventura where
the dancers were all Latin and the clientele anonymous. Thinking it was some
sort of hoity-toity dining club, Renee went unknowingly as the guest of a suc-
cessful young gynecologist she had just started seeing, who upon learning she
was a dancer, surprised her with their evening’s destination thinking she would
“totally be into spicy girl-on-girl stuff.” Renee promptly dumped her date,
spotted Encanta, and the two bonded over the Red Sox. Encanta was Domini-
can and very proud of “our boy Manny.”

Corby was a fiery little British lass who claimed she was only dancing at a
club down in South Beach until her lawsuit came through back in England.
“Battle of attrition it is,” she barked over a round of Strongbows at the Play-
wright Pub after her shift. “If the bastards want a fight then a bloody war
they’ll get. No band of reconstituted ox shit going to wrong Corby Harper-
straw from what’s rightfully hers. Aye!” As the story went, the band of reconsti-
tuted ox shit Ms. Harperstraw believed wronged her was the Spice Girls whom
she felt stole her ideas and catch phrase “Girl Power” when she tried out for the
group during the original auditions in March 1994. Sixteen at the time, they
told her she was too young though her ideas were “sporty and sexy.”

The final member of the “Divine Nine,” as Sedgwick glibly referred to his
new sales team upon introduction, was Iara, a golden haired, dark chocolate
beauty heralding from Brazilian mythology. “As legend tells,” she shared with
Terri and Renee in the smoky back booth of Club Rio, a slick and seedy joint in
Pompano not five miles from where Ocean Raton would one day rise, “Iara
was a water queen who would lure young men by singing to them, and once
they fell under her spell, they would live in the water with her.”

She paused to take a deep drag on her mango bidi, the sweet, unfiltered
smoke enveloping her husky accent. “I prefer dance to song, perhaps better to
lure men to water,” she laughed. “Perfect for you, no?”
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So arrived the night of the first event, and Candida called the team together
ninety minutes before show time. Despite the fact she drilled them all on the
agenda for two hours the day prior, and confirmed invitee lists with each, she
requested the ladies dressed and ready so that Hurst could walk the entire
troupe through the evening’s flow. She would not allow lack of preparation to
interfere with the task at hand.

“Ladies,” she began, her back to the closed entrance of the Ocean Raton
sales center as the group respectfully gathered around her, “tonight marks the
beginning of three potentially life-changing weeks. Whether it is an amazing
beginning or unfortunate end is completely up to you. That is the potential
and the opportunity.

“Now, to maximize the moments we have with our guests, we have brought
in a master. The evening and atmosphere he has produced are merely tastes of
what Sedgwick Development is creating at Ocean Raton. Be sure our guests
understand that, and furthermore, realize they must secure a place at the table
if they want a full serving.”

Candida turned from one face to the next, pausing to lock eyes with each
and confirm everyone was perfectly clear. The air was charged with the manu-
factured electricity of her words and all felt a tinge of nervous excitement.

Satisfied understanding was universal, she took a step to the side and
rapped once on the door. Slowly and silently it began to open, a thick, mystic
haze emerging through the expanding chasm, completely shrouding from
sight the foretold. Anticipation heightened with each passing moment, the
women grouping together and shuffling closer to the door, instinctively herd-
ing like antelope to find communal strength in the face of an impelling
unknown. Terri stood front and center, and just as the door reached a point
where the mysterious otherworld gatekeeper would surely be revealed, Can-
dida announced, “May I introduce Hurst.”

On cue, the door quickly swung open and from the mist he emerged. Terri’s
eyes immediately were drawn to his dome, a bald head so round and so pure it
shone with the high polished gleam of chrome on a Bentley. In fact, from the
neck up Hurst was completely hairless, not shaved, but void of hair save for the
faint trace of arctic white eye lashes surrounding deep amethyst pools. These
were set off by a soft peach complexion the color of a grand southern matron’s
stationery, and Terri imagined skin on a newborn might be rougher than what
draped his delicate cheeks.

From the neck down, it was an entirely different story. At first glance, his
fertility pear physique appeared to be wrapped completely in black silk. Upon
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closer inspection, Terri realized he wore slacks and a short sleeve guayabera,
the rest of his flesh covered in a thick mat of vibrant black body hair. Check
that, he had fur blanketing his arms, hands, legs, and even ankles from what
she could see sprouting out from his loafers and under the cuff of his pants.
The overall ying-yang contrast between head and body gave Hurst the appear-
ance of an alabaster moon miraculously defying the gravitational force of a
supermassive black hole.

Then there was the voice. “Sisters, we’re all about to become lovers, loathing
ourselves for the lust we feel yet reborn in the chrysalis of this world that trans-
ports us to the next,” he dramatically spun his back to the girls, arms spread
out before him with the drama of Charlton Heston ushering his people
through the parted Red Sea. “I give you, ‘La Notte Elettrica della Farfalla’ … the
electric night of the butterfly.”

At first Terri thought the guy was goofing on South Park doing an over-the-
top Eric Cartman imitation, and she was about to laugh in appreciation when
a laser beam from Candida told her this was no joke. If Renee had been any-
where in her general vicinity, glare from Candida or not, she would have com-
pletely lost it. The moment she stepped into the sales center, however, that
feeling passed.

“Mr. Sedgwick shared with us his vision for the two-story butterfly garden
atrium on the fourteenth floor,” he began as he lead the group into the sales
center, an identical look of amazement and wonder on each woman’s face as
the same thought gripped each of them—How fucking much did this cost?!?!
“With that inspiration we set to elevate and harmonize the natural aerialist
beauty of species Papilionoidea in a suspended animation pirouette with both
modern design and electric elegance. And so was born, ‘La Notte Elettrica della
Farfalla’ … the electric night of the butterfly.”

Apparently Hurst would be ending every statement with the title he
bestowed upon the evening, and under the circumstances, that was quite
appropriate. It took a minimum of three minutes to just begin drinking in the
scene that spread out before them, and Terri suspected four hours from now
she would still be coming across things she missed earlier. Candida was right to
get them in here early. Without time to acclimate, all of them would be walking
around as dumbfounded as the guests, focusing on the scene and not the task
at hand.

The mist which greeted them at the front door covered the entire floor of
the sales center to give one the impression of walking on clouds. This sensation
was amplified by billowing gauze flecked with the metallic glitter of gold, silver,
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tangerine, and magenta. Somehow they made the ceiling disappear beneath
these billowing fabric clouds as well, so eliminating any sense of height or
space. The area felt boundless and all elements appeared to be floating.

Aromatic oil blends infused the air with “Spring Rain” and “Meadow
Dawn” scents. Woven amongst the fabric and blooming from the clouds were
giant violets, lilies, lavender, and a variety of other butterfly attracting wild-
flowers, the scale of the scene done so that as you entered your perspective
became that of the butterfly. To further intensify the effect, great jewel
encrusted wings of Orange Longwing, Crimson Patch, Red Admiral, Painted
Lady, and Viceroy butterflies fluttered in and out of the mist. As if sensing the
approach of a guest, a wing would emerge, catch the swirling light for a
moment, refract it with spectral elegance, and then disappear from whence it
came.

Mesmerized by the mystery wings of the mist, Terri jumped with a startle
when she felt a gauzy fabric brush the back of her right arm and shoulder.
Turning, she met the painted face of a Queen butterfly costumed server.

“My apologies,” she said with a slight bow of her head. “I am still getting
accustomed to the wings.” She gently shook her shoulders to create a fluttering
effect of her own.

Terri found her both alluring and disturbing. Hair slicked back, the spar-
kling black-and-orange eye and face make-up the artist used made the
woman’s eyes seem ten times wider and gave her face a Jeff Goldblum in “The
Fly” appearance. Her mouth was invisible, only appearing when she spoke.
The rest of her body pulsed like a lusty lightning bug, her shapely form ampli-
fied in a satiny, black-and-orange brocade bodysuit that had fiber optics strate-
gically woven throughout to enhance her curves, and these slow rhythmic
lights extended into her sparkling spandex wings.

“My fault,” Terri said as she stepped back from the sexy, creepy creature. “So
much to take in, I’m not looking where I’m going.”

The butterfly smiled, or at least Terri thought she did. “Just wait,” she flut-
tered her false, oversized eyelashes, “this is only the beginning.”

“Sisters,” Hurst beckoned, satisfied he provided adequate time for an initial
impression of his genius, “let us now adjourn to ‘The Meadow,’ where all shall
dine on an assortment of delicacies sensual and saporous for ‘La Notte Elettrica
della Farfalla’ … the electric night of the butterfly.”

“What’s that?” asked Southern Belle Tammi.
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“What’s what, my dear?” replied Hurst as he floated to her side, gently
grasped her hand and looked upon her like a doting governess fawning over a
pretty princess.

“Saporous. Is that like organic?”
To hear Hurst laugh you would have thought the Divine Miss M herself had

just told him the cutest joke ever uttered. “You are absolutely precious!” he said
patting her hand fondly, “I want to lock you in a gilded cage, surround you in
satin pillows and enchant you with rosewater locum. Stay by my side, you
must.”

As charmed as Hurst seemed to be with the Mississippi Queen, Terri figured
his real motivation was keeping her quiet by his side. Adjusting to her sur-
roundings, Terri was now able to focus in on this illustrious virtuoso, and she
was reading him to be as real as his eye color.

Hurst turned to address the group, Tammi magnetized in awed silence
beside him. “To the meadow, my angels, for the feast of ‘La Notte Elettrica della
Farfalla’ … the electric night of the butterfly.”

On they went, passing special “cocoons” Hurst created as intimate seating
areas where the ladies could entertain their clients. Ten of these areas in all,
each was both inviting and effective. A plasma touch-screen was mounted
adjacent to the gentleman’s lounge chair and these were loaded with the Ocean
Raton sales presentation allowing the hostess to conveniently provide her guest
with a complete overview of the building no matter what position she found
herself. Guests could even select residences of interest from the comfort of
their chair without interruption—the information entered linked back to the
conference room where Terri and Candida would be stationed to draw up the
paperwork and invite the gentlemen back when appropriate to close the deal.

Beyond the cocoons, they entered what had been the sales center’s floor
plan gallery, now transformed into an exotic dining area. Everything emerging
from the mist was edible. Gazpacho shots, caviar with crème fraiche, and red
wine pear tart with fromme d’Ambert were artfully displayed upon beds of
wheat grass and edible fields of angelica, viola, lavender, and borage blossoms
with an assortment of other en vogue hors d’oeuvres. Costumed servers flut-
tered about offering samples of lamb chop lollipops, Coney Island lobster dogs
and champagne vinaigrette oysters.

“Exotic, yes,” Hurst cooed, “flavors to trigger chemical reactions generating
multiple satisfactions in our burgeoning world. But fear not,” he continued
sweeping his arm across the room to the far corner, “the more traditional pal-
ate will be delighted by our mashed potato pasture and living dessert garden.
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Such is the magic of ‘La Notte Elettrica della Farfalla’ … the electric night of the
butterfly.”

Indeed the table was living as chefs set the final touches of mousse, crème
brulée and strategically placed pastries atop the recumbent form of a nude
woman. Her hair done to resemble electric grass, her only covering besides the
edibles was green body paint.

Before anyone might ask, though the question was probably far from any-
one’s mind, Hurst noted, “Be assured the body make-up used is non-toxic and
quite edible though Miss Cherri is not on the menu. She does not pair well
with Meringue Tartlets,” he giggled as the table dutifully smiled in appreciation
of his wit. “As every detail has been considered for Ocean Raton, so too it is for
‘La Notte Elettrica della Farfalla’ … the electric night of the butterfly.”

“I’m going to pull the friggin’ wings off his goddamn farfalla if he says that
one more time,” Renee whispered to Terri as she slipped beside her friend.
“Can you believe this fucking guy?”

“Can you believe this fucking place?” Terri replied. The others were spread-
ing out across the room, Candida positioned by the dessert table ready to slap
any girl’s hand that attempted to sneak a sample.

“Should be one hell of a night,” Renee nodded.
“From your lips,” Terri sighed. “From your lips.”

In addition to formalizing contract offers and closing the deals at the num-
bers they needed, Terri’s other responsibility for the evening was acting as a
floor sergeant to keep everything moving towards the goal, not just a good
time. So she was taking her post as the first guest of the evening arrived
promptly at seven o’clock, a bookish dentist from Pinecrest who was one of
Corby’s regulars. Khaki slacks, loafers, blue blazer, and a Polo dress shirt, Dr.
Trent Riser seemed mild as milk toast in every manner possible. Beyond his
steel-rimmed spectacles, sandy $12 Supercuts and conservative facade, how-
ever, Corby’s time with him unmasked a closet pimp daddy screaming to break
out.

“Bloke owns a Volvo and to see him drive by you’d expect he’s got Steely
Dan, Alan Parsons, or some other cerebral shite playing on his stereo. Get on
the inside,” Corby explained during Candida’s guest assessment the evening
prior, “and you’ll hear Nas blaring at ear-bleeding levels and him talking about
getting his freak on. The good doctor’s interested in getting himself a crib, and
he’s got the bankroll to do it.”
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Dr. Riser built quite a practice for himself handling the cosmetic dentistry
for South Beach’s beautiful people and social darlings. Married with private
school darlings, his wife was busy raising her profile at their country club and a
variety of well-profiled charity and socially conscious organizations. The asses
she sucked up to belonged to the mouths he cleaned, polished, and veneered. It
made for a great partnership; he funded her upward outreach and she brought
him new business. Beyond that, their interests parted and he needed to seek his
entertainment elsewhere.

Knowing this, Terri could not help recall the old “Ward, you were a bit hard
on the beaver last night” joke as Corby introduced her. Pure on its face, dirty at
the core. Teeth were not the only areas where Dr. Riser applied veneers.

It took an hour for Dr. Riser to go from “Guest” to “Resident.” Following
Corby’s personal presentation, he joined Terri and Candida in the conference
room, residence 2102 selected without concern, his only issue discretion.

“I have an LLC listed on this contract for a reason,” the doctor said, “and
that’s so my dear wife stays the fuck away from my funky times. Is that clear?”

“Crystal,” Candida replied. “Client privacy is of the utmost importance. As
long as all is above board and your finances in order, you will have no issue.”

Dr. Riser nodded, pleased with the response, Mont Blanc now in hand.
“Then it will be a pleasure doing business with you.”

Of the 100 gentlemen who experienced ‘La Notte Elettrica della Farfalla’ …
the electric night of the butterfly” on opening night, four others obliged that
pleasure as well. The Hialieah trio brought in two of the contracts, one a med-
ical supply distributor whose business was lucrative and marriage frigid, the
other a yacht broker who developed a budding passion for Eastern philosophy
and thought the rooftop meditation sphere would be a pathway to higher con-
sciousness and Chyna’s pants.

The chakra yachter hit it off well with one of Dandelion’s guests, a new age
water and herbal tea distributor who bankrolled his fortune on the SoBe bev-
erage wave of the late nineties. Before that he scraped by in polyester shirts and
clip-on ties as a distributor of fringe soft drinks such as Jolt Cola and Cheer-
wine. “Water is the source of life, it has fueled mine, and now beckons me to its
mother’s shore,” he shared with Terri when they met in Dandelion’s cocoon, he
comfortably reclined wearing a deep burgundy Chinese silk jacket and fash-
ionably ripped $300 Helmut Lang jeans as his hostess performed a deep-tissue
massage on his right inner thigh with her own.
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Midnight added to the success of the evening, though her buyer proved to
be the most difficult of the evening. A tank commander in the first Gulf War
who now owned a temporary labor service in Coral Springs, Capt. Mike
Kramer was a personality type Terri knew all too well from the club scene.

Married for fourteen years with three teenage daughters, Capt. Kramer was
an alpha dog to the core that ran his affairs with an iron fist and locked jaw. He
drank Bud, told dirty jokes, wore a buzz cut, slapped a woman’s ass when he
wanted, and was a man’s man, or so it seemed. In his pack he would roar, but
left alone with the crack of a high-heeled whip, he gladly would whimper.

He likely married a meek woman because his mother wasn’t. The opposite
of her punishing degradation is what he thought he wanted, but beneath the
surface where others of his breed never looked, he wanted to be controlled. He
went to clubs like The Cabaret to find women like Midnight to do just that. He
would enter like a lion, his broad chest out and head high, praying to find a kit-
ten with claws. Make him feel weak, make him feel needy, demean him, and
make him pay for the sins of his father.

And so it was he entered the conference room with Candida and Terri. Mid-
night gave a thorough briefing the day before, and Candida rated him as a C-
grade prospect, assuming that while he may be willing to drop a few hundred
bucks for that treatment at a club, she doubted his alpha instinct could be sup-
pressed to the tune of $1.4 million.

“Get it straight right now,” Kramer blasted as he stormed into the room,
Midnight casually strolling in behind, “I’m in here just to humor her and then
she’s going to bump and grind it. Meantime, someone can find me some real
food beside that art crap, pigeon shit you’re serving.”

Before Candida and Terri could speak, Midnight snapped to order and
locked his eyes like a laser-guided missile. “You are going to sit down, shut up,
listen what these fine ladies have to say, and then take a good hard ponder
’bout what’s best for your ass. And cut the macho bullshit!”

Obediently, the Captain did as he was told, immediately slinking into the
closest high-back leather chair, the hint of a devilish smirk on his face. Mid-
night was in control and in business.

She turned to address Candida and Terri, “I’m going to leave you now,” she
spoke over her shoulder to insure Kramer could hear her, “there some real men
waiting for me out there,” pausing as he quivered slightly in response, then she
continued. “He gets uppity with you, step on his balls.” Kramer now shifted in
his chair, though Terri knew it was not with unease but nervous excitement.
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Midnight turned her eyes back to Kramer who was staring down at the table
and fidgeting. “Look at me,” she ordered. His did so on command. “Be good.”

Once Midnight departed, Kramer leaned back in his chair, smug confidence
restored. His subservience rushed out the door with its master, leaving behind
the exterior persona that functioned as Capt. Mike Kramer. “The shit I put up
with for that bitch.”

Candida and Terri looked flatly at him.
“I know she can suck the air out of a room, and it probably doesn’t take

much to deprive your feeble minds of oxygen, but you should see how she
sucks a cock.”

Candida was about to explode in response when Terri gently laid a hand on
hers. She turned, ready to redirect her fury, when Terri nodded once and
smiled with complete control. She knew this type, and though Candida might
have encountered something similar in the boardroom, this was not a business
negotiation and immediate attack would not work. Men like Capt. Kramer
needed to be diffused, ignored, neglected, made to feel insignificant, and then
dominated. He didn’t get off on instant aggression; his reflex survival action
would respond to that with equal or greater force. He needed to crow a little,
blow himself up, and then be surgically deflated with sharp, pointed needles.

Terri turned, her expression calm, unphased by Kramer’s crassness. “I am
Ms. Winston and this is Vice President of Sales Ms. Ramundo. We understand
Sky Estate 1704 is of interest to you.”

When speaking to a customer, condos never were referred to as merely
“units,” they were “Sky Estates.” Terri doubted the distinction would be mean-
ingful to the Captain. Right now he was interested in something other than
real estate.

“So what lucky bastard has got all you skirts sucking his dick for these cushy
jobs and titles?” Kramer absently stretched his arms over his head and let out a
Mr. Ed yawn. He was a well-built, solid guy, and this demonstration of his
brawny physique was all part of the dance. Right now he was leading, and
while his subconscious longed for another to control, it must be taken from
him by a worthy partner.

“Mr. Kramer,” Candida began, her voice taught and precise. Terri eyed her,
but Candida’s look said she knew what she was doing, and even if she didn’t,
don’t interrupt.

“It’s Captain Kramer,” pausing to read her name badge, “Candy Cakes.”
“Not to me, Mr. Kramer,” Candida stated, “but it is Ms. Ramundo to you.”
“Listen, Candy, don’t get your panties …”
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“Shut up,” Candida said, her voice sharp and controlled. “Were you not
raised with manners?”

A glint came to Kramer’s eye. The game was on, and though the conversa-
tion to the casual listener was heating up, the Captain seemed to relax in his
chair. “Candy … I’m sorry, Ms. Bitch, if your mouth keeps running, I’m going
to teach it some manners.”

“She said shut up,” Terri interjected, rising from her chair and adopting the
same fixed tone as Candida’s. She had on a pair of sexy librarian British 291
eyeglasses and slid them down her nose as she moved to circle behind Kramer.
“I know your mother taught you better than that.”

Kramer grunted defiantly and moved to rise like a bull offended. Just as he
did, Terri instantly dropped him right back where he sat with practiced skill by
applying her index and middle finger with full and direct force to a pressure
point beside his collar bone. That was one good thing about Randy The Floor
Manager. He taught all the girls at The Stallion an array of disabling self-
defense techniques, not because he cared about their safety, but so that they
could handle minor flare-ups with grabby customers and not bother him.

“Midnight ordered you to sit and listen for us, and that you will,” Terri
directed, her voice strong with level confidence. She backed off the pressure
slightly and leaned down to whisper, her lips brushing his ear. “Obey like a
good boy, Mr. Kramer, like momma taught you.”

It was actually Renee who taught Terri how to deal with this type. Terri had
only been dancing for about a month when this big, bad biker looking dude
came strolling in The Stallion, and after taking one look at Terri, threw $1,000
down and claimed her for the night in “The Stable,” the club’s aptly named pri-
vate lounge. Panicked, Terri thought she was in big trouble, purchased as this
biker’s bitch with no chance of Randy risking his neck given the guy’s size. Her
new Harley Daddy would manhandle her like Lennie did his soft creatures,
and Terri imagined there would be nothing gentle or innocent about this
giant’s stroking, though the result might prove just as fatal.

Renee was the one who pulled her aside and calmed her, “Girl, a man that
brash and bold is looking to be backed down. He’s always got to be the chief
badass in charge, that’s the way his daddy raised him to be a man, and keeping
up that front tires the hell out of him. Dimes for dollars, I bet you when his old
man wasn’t around, that boy’s mother likely did everything to the extreme to
counteract that macho bullshit, punishing him when he bowed up like his
father and only loving him when he acted the polar opposite. So he’s got one
face for the world and another for his lady. That’s you tonight, and he’s gonna
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be cowering at your knee once you set his ass straight. Freak knows there’s no
real risk of you physically harming or exposing him so the control he concedes
is superficial. Consider it an unconventional form of therapy for him, seeking
mommy’s approval and love.”

Terri said she didn’t believe her, after all, she barely knew Renee after just a
month in Miami. In response to Terri’s doubt, Renee said she would join them
and prove it for half the cash. Terri agreed, and much to her surprise, the guy
acted just as Renee predicted when she grabbed him by the balls and told him
to behave like his momma taught him. He came in like a lion and left mewing
like a little lamb when they were done with him. But what really blew Terri
away was when Renee refused the cash, saying girls should help one another,
and proving her point was enough. That was the moment Terri Winston
counted Renee Vicarro as a friend.

Since that evening, Terri had encountered a handful of customers cut from
the same cloth as Harley Daddy and Capt. Kramer. Though she disliked play-
ing the dominatrix role, she did like the empowered feeling that came with it,
and now that surge raced through her fingers once more as she drove them
down, again applying full pressure, showing Kramer who was in control. If she
could see his face, Terri assumed that it bore more grin than grimace.

A few seconds more and she released him. She slid both hands over his
shoulders, like a lioness stretching her claws. “Though impolite, you asked a
question before regarding the leadership of this project that Ms. Ramundo will
now answer. You will listen.”

Forty-five minutes later, contract for Sky Estate 1704 in hand and Kramer
slinking out the door to find Midnight as commanded, Terri turned to Can-
dida. “Hey, I didn’t mean to undermine you there, it’s just …”

“No, you were absolutely correct with your read. Well done, Ms. Winston,
very well done.”

“From the clubs, I just know that type takes a certain approach. You picked
up on it there, and wow, I …”

“Yes,” Candida said, her flat stare signaling the discussion was to end, “I am
familiar with the type.”
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The next two-and-a-half weeks were both a whirlwind and grueling, and Terri
was riding an emotional seesaw of elation and desperation throughout. On
event nights she stood as Candida’s right hand, running the floor, and assisting
with backroom deals. The off-nights found her either at The Stallion putting
rent money in her pocket while prospecting for clients or out canvassing the
clubs for more talent. The “Divine Nine” became the “Great Eight” when
Encanta was forced to drop out under threat from her club’s owner who held
an interest in a piece of Sunny Isles real estate and no interest in aiding a com-
petitor.

Despite the loss, the success of opening night continued. That achievement
was made evermore surreal not only by the bizarre worlds Hurst created, but
by the unusual happenings in the real estate world beyond.

Rumors, fear, speculation and distress surrounding the bubble burst were
intensifying with each passing day. At the beginning of the month, the third
quarter of business drawing to a close, the big five publicly traded homebuild-
ers each issued guidance to Wall Street downgrading their revenue expecta-
tions through the end of the year and into the next. Projections were based on
traffic and sales declines of over fifty percent further complicated by a growing
number of cancellations from buyers who either could not secure financing or
simply got cold feet in the face of all the negative media, opting instead to lose
their deposit versus potentially losing even more by closing on the property. As
these revised forecasts were being publicized, the Census Bureau reported a
drop in new home sales in July worse than economists predicted that was com-
pounded by a steady rise in unsold homes and further weakening of prices.
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The news seemed to only get worse when on September 13th the President of
the National Association of Realtors testified before the Senate Banking Com-
mittee that home prices were expected to fall for the remainder of the year.

All this was gas on the fire for a South Florida real estate market rapidly
bloating with inventory and becoming desperate for critical year-end sales.
Across the state, new home builders and developers who just twelve months
earlier were raising prices every other week on their “exclusive residences,”
were now raising King Kong balloons on their properties to lure in any passing
motorist who might fog a bathroom mirror in one of their unsold models.
Newspaper, TV and radio spots were a frenzy of promotions that builders were
basically willing to throw in the house with the kitchen sink using headlines
such as “unreasonable offers will be considered.”

For the new home buyer preparing to close, such advertised reckless aban-
don was far from reassuring. It amounted to the public slaughter of what eigh-
teen months ago appeared to be a cash cow. So extreme was the buyer panic
this slash-and-burn marketing caused, it supposedly drove one man to mur-
der.

The story came out of Wellington, old horse and pasturelands in west cen-
tral Palm Beach County that now was being boomed and ravaged by sprawling
tracts of monotonous “Mediterranean inspired” boxes. Front page of the Sun-
Sentinel, headlined “Killer Real Estate Market,” reported that when a developer
would not let Mr. Mark Pranterry walk from his contract, Mr. Pranterry was so
freaked out by predictions of busts and foreclosures that he secretly murdered
his wife of fourteen years to whom friends and family described him as “hope-
lessly devoted.” Investigators confirmed his motive was to use her death as “Act
of God” grounds sufficient to negate the purchase agreement.

While such storms raged across the Mylar balloon festooned real estate bad-
lands of South Florida, and high pressure systems of frantic developers col-
lided with low fronts of alarmed flippers, Ocean Raton enjoyed bright days and
hot nights. The first week of “Option Two” operations generated a total of
twelve contracts, and the second produced fifteen.

So far the pace of the third week was a bit slower. The entire team was worn
out from the sales marathon, though three contracts were in and they had two
more events remaining until the October 1st deadline. All in all, it showed Terri
that while real estate markets may rise and fall, sex always sells.

Tonight would be no different. The theme Hurst contrived was “Glass
Menagerie la Haute,” as he explained, “a celebration expanding the horizon
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and glimpsing a rare and precious collection of vistas which nourish the soul
via satellite eyes.”

What those words described was a transformation of the sales center into a
space that appeared to be suspended 200 feet above the earth where Ocean
Raton would one day stand without walls, floor, or ceiling. The scene made
Terri feel as if she were levitating, an almost light-headed euphoria as her eyes
panned the magnificent views that greeted her from every vantage point. Such
an intense sensation, she would not put it past Hurst to have clandestinely
piped in a light flow of nitrous oxide to enhance the effect.

Not that Hurst needed covert action to make his theme magnificent. He had
every server dressed in mirrored body suits, the “Great Eight” were adorned in
specially tailored sheer gowns, and touches such as Mojitos served in edible
sugar glass tumblers and a menu of transparent food gels that ranged in flavor
from “Mom’s Homemade Meatloaf” to “Roast Duck à l’orange with Cumin
Roast Carrots” were enough to make any guest light-headed.

Such was the effect on Leo just thirty minutes after arriving. Since buying
his condo, Leo called Terri once a week for reassurance, and the last two weeks
had intensified to daily calls, his stress level exceedingly high regarding the
state of things. To buck up “Big Leo,” Terri invited him to stop by and experi-
ence for himself the success being enjoyed. She didn’t want him sitting home
alone on his wife’s book club night, left to his own thoughts considering all the
reasons why he should not go through with the deal.

Spooning a clear glob of Smoked Wild Salmon & Onion Tart food gel into
his mouth, Leo was as content as the Prince of Pig Shit. Terri played him up to
the girls and guests, introducing him as a “founding resident and dear friend.”
She also frequently touched him, and though only an innocent squeeze of the
shoulder here or pat on the back there, the effect of such personal contact was
quite calculated. Terri did not see it that way, but Renee certainly did.

“Winston, what’s with the game you’re running on Leo?” Renee asked Terri
after she sent him off to discover the wonders of Greek tragedy with Cassandra.
Terri slipped her a $100 to insure he learned a lot.

“What do you mean?”
“I mean it’s one thing to flirt and entice, but you’re down right manipulat-

ing.”
“Pardon, could you repeat that. Those enormous bags of silicone you

inserted into your chest to innocently entice men blocked the sound of your
voice.”
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Renee could only stare, her warm countenance of friendly concern now kin-
dled into a flare of insult and angered disappointment.

“Sorry, a lame joke that came out wrong,” Terri apologized, “I’m really tired
and that was a stupid thing to say.”

She paused, anticipating a response of understanding and forgiveness,
though none was forthcoming. Renee’s jaw remained locked.

“Leo’s getting like one of those Weather Channel addicts during hurricane
season who hears the word ‘trough’ and runs to put his shutters up. All the
crap in the news has him confused and I don’t want him to make a mistake he
would otherwise avoid if he just looked at the situation clearly and not through
storm clouds.” Terri paused, looking about to insure her words would be
shared in confidence, “Honestly, I … we can’t afford to lose a contract.”

A few awkward moments passed and Renee finally broke her silence. “What
can you afford to lose, Terri?”

Bubbles enveloped her, though they were not “taking her away” as the Cal-
gon commercial promised. Another line to make a dime. Fucking crooks.

Was she one of them? Hell no, and damn Renee for making her feel that
way. She genuinely cared about her customers. Everything she told them was
true, she just used the right words. They ultimately made the decision. Free
will all the way.

But what were they basing that decision on? What were they really buying?
The condo or the line she was laying with her lips and hips?

Candles surrounded her and a Windham Hill CD wove its melodies, shad-
ows drifting in the soft light. She sipped mineral water, the scent of lavender
and vanilla rising in the steam of the bath. Phone off the hook, every light
dimmed, the ambiance perfectly set for complete relaxation yet Terri felt like
the scene, arranged.

Tonight they brought in another three contracts. Ironically, one was Renee’s
and the two had not said a word to each other through the entire deal. The few
times the strangely silent Renee spoke her comments were directed at Candida.

“Everything all right, Ms. Winston?” Candida asked Terri when Renee left
the room with her client.

“Fine.”
“Between you and Ms. Vicarro, is there an issue?”
Terri wanted to go off on Renee, lament what she insinuated. Candida

would understand better than anyone, but instead she simply replied, “Philo-
sophical differences.”
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“I see,” Candida said with a snap of the tongue and paused for a moment
considerately. “Are you familiar with the philosopher Wittgenstein?”

“Can’t say that I am.”
“Very interesting thinker. An Austrian, who conceived a masterwork titled

The Tractus. He actually wrote it while on leave as a soldier during World War
I.”

“Fascinating.” History had never been Terri’s thing, particularly her own,
and tonight was one of those chapters she just wanted to close the book on.

“What is fascinating, Ms. Winston, is Wittgenstein’s position that the struc-
ture of reality determines the structure of language. Philosophy he defined as ‘a
battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by means of language.’”

With those words, Candida looked at her, eyes wide, seeking to share the
knowing gaze of physicists who had just unlocked a mystery of the universe.
Terri could not return such insight, able instead to just shake her head, exhaus-
tion short-circuiting her remaining nerves. “I’m sorry, but what the hell are
you talking about?”

A sigh, and Candida’s eagerness was immediately withdrawn, the connec-
tion severed. “Perhaps we’re better served by another of Wittgenstein’s propo-
sitions, ‘What we cannot speak of we must pass over in silence.’”

So now Terri soaked in her bubble bath, stewed was more like it. First,
Renee with her implications; then Candida spouting off about reality, and
words, and only saying what you know. It all bounced around in her head like
a ping pong ball.

What was Candida saying? Renee was clouding Terri’s mind with philo-
sophical bullshit, or that Terri was better off letting Renee’s words pass in
silence since her philosophy was messing with Terri’s beautiful mind?
A Beautiful Mind … Russell Crowe … yes, maybe a little fantasizing was what
she needed.

Unable to distract herself, even with a sweaty Gladiator scene fantasy, Terri
came back to the original question that lurked beneath the surface, the one
Renee posed to her back at her house the day Candida and Sedgwick unveiled
Option Two. “What makes a better person?”

In a nutshell, the answer had to be what she was doing right now. She liked
it all: the thrill of closing the deal; strategically using the assets, skills and
knowledge she had to overcome objections; persuading someone to agree with
her every assertion; and ultimately signify that accord with money. They were
buying what she was selling and she was getting ahead. Sure, the other girls
created the interest, they were the window dressing, but Terri was closing the
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deals. They were signing on the dotted line for her. They wanted it, wanted her,
and even if she did smile a little brighter, stand a little closer, and flirt a little
longer, this feeling was worth …

Another sip of mineral water to stop her thoughts. She did not like where
they were drifting, what they were revealing. Come to think of it, she didn’t
even really like mineral water, but it sure seemed appropriate when she staged
this relaxation scenario in her head on the way home.

Staged. There was that word again. Unreal. Disingenuous. Who was Renee
to try and take some moral high ground? She was still there selling and in it for
the money just like Terri. Shit, Renee told her to use what she had, like D Wade
and that paralyzed physicist guy. If she was now going to start getting all selec-
tive with how Terri used her skills, well, that was bullshit.

It was time to stop thinking, go to bed. They had forty-eight hours to nail
down three more contracts. At what cost?
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September 27, 2006

Simon Peter was out for his morning run along Pearly Gates Drive, the main
loop encircling the posh Heavenly Palms subdivision. Weather perfect as
always, Simon Peter rounded the final bend and jogged toward the community
entrance, his finish line the new Wholesome Foods Market across the street to
cool down with an organic Jehovah Juice mango smoothie. Just as the Black
Eyed Peas were encouraging him to “Pump It” on his iPod, he spied sandals
sticking out of a flower bed in the Didymus’ yard. Simon Peter was no Levite,
so he stopped and walked over only to discover the sandals had feet in them,
and those feet belonged to Joseph, whose eyes were closed, perhaps uncon-
scious.

“Joseph,” he said, kneeling down to check his fellow protector’s condition.
Simon Peter’s heart raced a bit faster now than it did during his run. “Joseph,
Papa Joe, are you alright?”

“No, I’m not alright,” said Joseph, his aggravated tone telling Simon Peter
he was fine, though righteously bothered by something.

“What are you doing lying in this flower bed? Do you need me to run up to
the Didymus house and get you some water?”

“They’re why I’m here.”
“What do you mean?” Simon Peter asked as he looked across the perfectly

manicured yard to the house. It was then he spotted the “For Sale” sign with
fish balloons tied to it.

Sin or not, Heavenly Palms was the most coveted address around. A verita-
ble Who’s Who blessed its neighborhood directory, and until recently, there
was not a prayer’s chance of finding a home for sale unless you were among the
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chosen, houses selling before they were even listed. But times were a changin’
and Simon Peter saw the signs, more and more of them popping up each day.

“You know how Thomas is,” Joseph sighed, “doubting this and doubting
that. Well, when he read the story in last month’s Missal about home sales and
days on market, he got all worried, particularly since he was trying to sell ‘Buy
Owner’ to save on the commission.”

“So then?” Simon Peter asked, already knowing the answer to his question.
“He called me, I explained a few things to him, and Joe Naz Realty got the

listing, though it’s been slow, real slow. Thought it might help to have me lay in
the yard with my feet pointing over at my boy’s place, but even that’s not work-
ing.”

“So what’s next?”
“That’s what I was lying here wrestling with in my mind when you came

along,” said Joseph, “and I can only come up with one alternative.”
“You don’t mean …”
“Drop the price, yup. Like Moses dropping a hailstorm on Egypt.”
Simon Peter glanced over at the sign, balloons and then back to Joseph lying

on the ground. He shook his head. “A plague on this house,” he muttered, “a
plague on all our houses.”

Meanwhile, back on earth in the sunny state of Florida, statues of St. Joseph,
the patron saint of real estate transactions, were flying off the shelves just as
fast as home sellers could bury them in their yards, desperate for divine inter-
vention.

On her off day, the most divine thing Terri could imagine was actually tak-
ing the day off. She needed to clear her head and cleanse her psyche. With
everything spinning around, her mind felt like it ran a sprinter’s marathon and
cramped up. She needed to recharge.

She started by sleeping in, which for Terri meant getting up at 7:45am. After
a soothing cup of green tea and sugary-sweet helping of The Today Show, Terri
hit her apartment complex fitness center for a good two-hour workout fol-
lowed by an hour of sun at the pool. Modest but comfortable, living at La Vue
provided everything she needed and nothing she didn’t, both good and bad. It
was central to everything, not just geographically but in the composition of the
people who called it home. These were solidly middle-class residents in the
middle of their lives, finding the dreams of their youth meet reality squarely in
the middle.
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Located in the center of Hollywood between South Florida’s two major
arteries, she could get anywhere she wanted from Palm Beach to South Beach
in an hour or less. Today’s destination was no exception, and after a pit stop by
Bagels & More for a power bagel with lite strawberry cream cheese, she headed
north on 95 for about ten miles to Sunrise Boulevard and turned west.

While Florida’s über-wealthy residents and chichi vacationers found shop-
ping salvation strolling along the likes of Worth Avenue in Palm Beach, Fifth
Avenue in Naples, or Bal Harbour Shops, the unwashed masses found their
retail cravings satiated in the dusty aisles and shadowy booths of the state’s
countless flea markets. From odd-lot Izods on Okeechobee Boulevard in West
Palm Beach to damage-packed DVD players in Davie, the retail jungle across
South Florida was fertile for the determined bargain hunter, though perhaps
none held greater legend than the Ft. Lauderdale Swap Shop. As Terri pulled
into the parking lot a little before noon the place was already a zoo … literally.

The day the Swap Shop opened was the same day JFK was shot. The only
intrigue surrounding the Shop, however, involved the on-site Thunderbird
Drive-In Theater and its reputation for showing adult movies which con-
cerned (and dangerously distracted) passing motorists. There are just some
things that should not be projected on an 80’ high wall.

Despite its fated date of birth and early taste in movies, the Swap Shop grew
to declare itself the “World’s Largest Indoor/Outdoor Entertainment and Bar-
gain Shopping Attraction.” Spanning eighty-eight acres between I-95 and the
Florida Turnpike, the Shop featured amusement rides, video arcade, thirteen-
screen drive-in, restaurants, a permanent circus, and the “Swap Shop Stage,”
which hosted the likes of Willie Nelson, Three Dog Night, and South Florida’s
own KC & The Sunshine Band. Across this endless retail sea were roughly
2,000 vendors, winding in and out of buildings, over hill and dale, through
flashing lights and across vast stretches of knock-off designer watches, bags,
and shoes. So much concentrated crap in one place, the Swap Shop reportedly
attracted over 12 million visitors annually, earning it the proud distinction of
being Florida’s second-largest tourist attraction.

All this, however, was not why Terri visited the Swap Shop. Not for the bins
of irregular sized Calvin Klein T’s or to satisfy a craving for funnel cake. What
drew her interest was Booth 618 and its proprietor, Madame Dana.

Located in the low-rent district of the open air pavilion, Booth 618 was
flanked by The Nelson Family Orchid Bazaar and Sign O’ The Times. The Nel-
sons were kind, simple folks, commuting from Pahokee each morning in their
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rusted Dodge mini-van bringing to market their homegrown orchids and
Grandma Nelson’s crocheted orchid oven mitts. While the Orchidaceae speci-
mens and hybrids they brought were magnificent, no one had the heart to tell
the poor old lady that a crocheted oven mitt was about as protective as cocoa
butter lathered on an albino at the beach. Then again, perhaps the family failed
to realize that design flaw since each time Terri passed another member
appeared with a hand wrapped in gauze.

On the other side of Madame Dana glowed Sign O’ The Times, run by dis-
tant twins Merle and Earl Kilgore (“distant twins” since the boys claimed they
were the product of a three-way their Pa had with two sisters in Daytona dur-
ing Bike Week, his baby juice taking seed in both and producing the boys less
than one minute apart nine months later). Truly products of their environ-
ment, the Kilgore Boys had every square inch of their booth radiating neon
messages no teenage boy with active glands could be without. “Bend Over and
Let Daddy Drive,” “Get On Top,” and “Home of the Whopper” were some of
the more subtle philosophical gems they offered.

Then there was Madame Dana: spiritual guide, psychic advisor, and state
certified notary. Terri accidentally met her just a week after arriving in South
Florida when another dancer at the club recommended the Swap Shop as the
place to go for a new girl in town looking to decorate an entire apartment for
$100 or less. In search of a floor lamp, Terri had been misdirected to see the
Kilgore Brothers, and instead came across the “Grande Madame.” She saw her
at least once a month ever since.

Everything about Dana was larger than life, most especially her heart. A
three-Hungry-Man-a-day TV dinner habit (and that was just lunch) enlarged
her fifty-two-year-old ticker past the point doctors believed it should still be
pumping. It was the love and care it freely circulated, though, that Terri knew
sustained not only Dana but everyone she touched. Where most sideshow psy-
chics try to pass themselves off as mysterious and brooding, reading fortunes
in shadowy rooms filled with cryptic apparitions, Dana let her down-home
Southern spirit dictate and opted for bubbly and bustling with a parable for
every problem along with generous hugs and snacks.

Her window into the spiritual world was tea leaves (“it is the most civilized
of beverages,” she would say) and her space was cheery and welcoming, coun-
try pine furniture and warm yellow linens anchoring the décor, with fresh-cut
flowers and fresh-baked cookies setting the table. Seated there in her sturdy
oak dining arm chair, with a towering beehive of red hair, flowing scarves, irre-
pressible smile, and a seemingly out-of-place-yet-somehow-perfect Crayola
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electrified muumuu, Dana radiated positive energy. From the moment Terri
stepped into Booth 618 looking for a lamp and set her eyes upon this scene,
she realized she found a light far brighter to guide her.

In truth, Dana was a lousy psychic but a terrific listener with an empathetic
soul. Though they always went through formalities of telling her future, and
spoke in terms of visions and impressions, Terri regarded Dana as her maternal
therapist, not mental telepathist. Whatever you called it, Dana was a stabilizing
force in Terri’s life, and the irony that she found self-assurance in a purveyor of
the paranormal was never lost on Terri. Perhaps if she ever spoke to her par-
ents again she would share that, though the likelihood of that happening was
something even Dana could predict with confidence.

“My Terri,” Dana said, hands gripped firmly on either arm of the chair as
she started to rock back and forth in an effort to gain momentum and hoist
her 320+ lbs. up for a hug.

“You just set, dear,” Terri said, hearing her West Virginia twang rise again as
she leaned down and allowed herself to be engulfed by Dana. Though she
wanted to suppress that part of her everywhere else in life, around Dana it sub-
consciously surfaced. She was proud of that accent, Southern charm, grace,
and geniality when she was around Dana because Dana was proud to possess
such attributes.

“I’m hugging a bag of bones, is what I’m doing,” Dana started. “That cute
figure’s going to waste away leaving you with nothing but twigs on a bean
pole.”

“Don’t you get started, now,” Terri retorted, holding her friend’s right hand
in hers and patting it with a friendly scold, “I needed to lose a couple pounds
before coming since rumor says you been making butterscotch and maple wal-
nut fudge.”

“Those are no rumors,” Dana beamed as she lifted the frosted glass cover
from a tray beside a batch of her pecan sandies to reveal decadent blocks of
fudge, “so sit down right now and help yourself ‘fore you wither away any-
more.”

Three pieces of fudge and a cup of tea later, Dana was satisfied with Terri’s
intake and turned to the business at hand. Taking the small white cup in which
she served Terri tea, Dana slowly swirled the minute amount of remaining liq-
uid around three times clockwise. Looking skyward for dramatic effect, she
then placed the cup upside down on the saucer, holding it there as she quietly
counted to seven. Scooting forward in her chair, Dana then turned the cup
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right side up with the handle facing her and drew a deep, cleansing breath as
she searched the divine tea residue for symbols and images to interpret.

“To the left I see a bush, an acorn near the top and a sword,” Dana closed
her eyes, contemplated the symbols for a moment and then turned to the right
side of the cup. “On the right I see wings and a finger pointing at an hour-
glass,” and with that she drew another deep breath and fell back into her seat,
the magnitude of her vision exhausting.

Following their first encounter, Terri searched Google for “reading tea
leaves” and “Tasseography” to understand the basics just in case anything
Dana predicted actually happened. What her research uncovered was like most
of the mystic sciences, the power of tea leaves all depended on the reader’s abil-
ity to interpret the symbols. The energy force was real, though one must be in
tune and evolving with one’s spirituality and inner force in order to clearly
understand the meanings and implications.

The ground rules for reading tea leaves began with the position of the
objects. Symbols to the left of the handle denote the past while objects to the
right are the future. Many believed images positioned at the top of the cup are
lucky while those found at the bottom are unlucky. Many leaves point to a full
life while lots of specific images symbolize many important issues in a person’s
life. The larger images should be interpreted to represent the most critical
issues, while contradicting images imply indecision.

After two years, Dana knew Terri well enough that she would read her dur-
ing the five to ten minutes of chatting over tea and then find images to fit. So as
they settled in to unlock the mystery of the bush, acorn, sword, wings and fin-
ger pointing at an hourglass, Terri knew it was not predictions she was in for
but psychoanalysis.

“Let us start with my visions of your past,” Dana said, her eyes back bright
and smiling as she filled a fresh cup of tea for Terri and placed a cookie beside
it. “What the bush, sword and position of the acorn tell me is that while you
have found success with selling real estate you have also found conflict, likely
with Renee, correct?”

“Yes,” Terri admitted, “she likes the money well enough but not necessarily
earning it.”

“I see,” Dana nodded, studying Terri’s face as she nibbled on a fresh pecan
sandie of her own. “That explains the wings. Your mind and eyes are full of
messages, there are many yet to come and they will be mixed in their mean-
ings. All, however, point to the urgency of a decision you need to make.”

“Do you know what that is?”
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“Yes, and so do you,” Madame Dana smiled.
“So what’s my decision?” Terri pushed.
Dana looked thoughtfully into the empty cup for a moment and then rested

her gaze on Terri. There she found a better vantage point into the future.
“Dear, we both know the question for which the sands in the hourglass are

running. I also know your answer, but to tell you would not be prophecy, it
would be predisposing.”

Terri was about to protest when Dana raised a hand as she savored a sip of
tea. She then cleared her throat and tilted her head at an angle which suggested
something most wise and insightful was about to be shared.

“A new preacher came to a parish that while very active and affluent, was
burdened with sin. It had been this way for years, so on his first day he vowed
from the pulpit to save these people from their demons, and sermonized with
fire and brimstone everything they were doing wrong and warned of the grave
price they would pay for their trespasses if they did not change their evil ways.
Soon no one came to his chapel, no one heard his words and he could save no
man. Instead, his congregation moved down the street to a neighboring parish,
the pastor there celebrating his flock and the great rewards their generosity
would bring, leaving the pious preacher with nothing but unfulfilled inten-
tions.”

“You’re about as sweet as these cookies, Dana,” Terri grinned, “but some-
times I swear you’re nuttier.”

“And you’re about as dense as that fudge,” Dana returned. “What I’m saying
is no matter where those folks worshipped at, they were attending services
seeking salvation. Whether in their mind, with their God, or for social pur-
poses, it makes no difference. Who the preacher was and how he delivered that
salvation, however, made matter where they went to mass.”

“But Renee’s got me questioning how I’m handling things.”
A look came over Dana’s face that Terri never saw before. It was the look of

a stewardess at the end of a sixteen hour shift. The wizened expression con-
cealed behind the back of the last departing passenger as she bids a final, “Take
care, have a nice day.” In that instant she truly saw Dana, the polished surface
of fine marble peeled back to reveal a glimpse of the rough hardness that com-
prised the heart of the stone beneath.

“Terri, sweet Southern ladies know Charmin’s good for a lot more than
wiping your ass. Suckers and their money are born to be separated. Question
you’ve got to answer, darling, is whether it’s you or the guy down the street that
wipes them out.”
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September 28, 2006

The final night arrived. The fatigue and burn-out from the previous event
gone, replaced by nervous anticipation. All were as tense and excited as that
first night they came together, everyone save for Candida who wore the same
calm, confident game face that Coach Donald Francis Shula did on January 14,
1973, as his Miami Dolphins took the field of the Los Angeles Memorial Coli-
seum to face the Washington Redskins in Super Bowl VII and complete their
perfect season. Her odds were equally as formidable: twenty-eight RSVPs to
yield three contracts. “An eleven percent conversion rate tonight, ladies,” Can-
dida informed the team at their pre-event walk-through. “We’ve done better,
and we can’t do worse.”

Hurst knew what was at stake as well, and did not want nor expect his name
to be associated with failure. “Sisters,” he began his evening soliloquy as the
Great Eight circled around, “for three weeks my amazing team of magicians
have transformed not a space but a vision and delivered our guests to a place in
the future, unknown in the present and sparked by timelessness. On each occa-
sion we have drawn our inspiration from Ocean Raton.”

He paused, spinning slowly in his flowing forest green silk thobe, arms
extended as he considerately turned from one face to another in an inverted
game of Duck, Duck, Goose.

“Tonight we find our inspiration in you. The success we have watched you
achieve, the stature to which you have grown. Tonight is your night. Tonight is,
as a Jazz Age lover would whisper at three AM in a smoky lounge along the
Champs d’Elysées, ‘La dernière danse grande’ … the Grand Last Dance.”
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So it was, the sales center converted into a formal 1920s ballroom as viewed
through the avant-garde lens of Stanley Kubrick. Ornate chandeliers criss-
crossed by red velvet lasers suspended above trays of caviar borne by topless
servers in black lace skirts and fishnet stockings. A Josephine Baker imperson-
ator performed atop a block of brushed aluminum costumed only in high
heels and a feathered skirt of bananas while a DJ remixed The Black Venus’
music to an ambient house groove. The stage was set.

Within thirty minutes of doors opening, the first contract of the evening
was booked. The buyer a Brazilian television executive Iara brought in twice
before, his third visit being the charm.

Not twenty minutes later London came calling with a deal, her buyer a Bel-
gian bicycle exporter she met not at Club Kanga but the beach. “He came roll-
ing up, talking sweet about how I should be a model for his bikes with my
beautiful long legs, yada, yada, yada. So I listened to his line, figured him for
real, dropped some lines of my own, and here we are without the aid of a lap
dance,” she laughed to Terri as Candida ran through the paperwork with the
client. “By the way, you know how to say, ‘I am a lesbian,’ in French?”

Two contracts in less than an hour had everyone keyed up for a big night.
When Sedgwick arrived and heard the news, he was so pumped up that he
offered a $10,000 bonus on the spot to whoever brought in the thirty-sixth
contract. Hurst even made his way out onto the dance floor to perform a cele-
bratory Kabuki Lambada, the intended eroticism mercifully masked by his bil-
lowing thobe. And then it went cold.

“11:15 and there’s no one left,” Candida said, a fissure now beginning to
crack her Coach Shula veneer. “Where is Sedgwick?”

Alán left a little after ten o’clock, feeling his presence might hinder the third
and final deal from materializing. “Men walking in are likely intimidated by
my being,” he speculated to Terri. “They need to be comfortable around the
ladies, not threatened and insecure. I’ll retire to home for now; call me when
it’s done,” he added like a Mob boss to his hitters.

It wasn’t done, and there was not a guest in the building that would get it
done. The Hialeah trio were the only ones currently entertaining, though those
gentlemen were “nothing but a bunch of low-levels pimps that couldn’t even
cover the down stroke on a double-wide,” Midnight reported.

Terri paced the floor. The empty “ballroom” felt ominous, like a deserted
dance floor five minutes before midnight on New Year’s Eve. As she rounded
the corner back towards the conference room to find Candida she almost
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bumped into Renee. The two stared, they had not spoken since the run-in, and
as it goes with arguments between good friends, the longer you wait the harder
it is. Renee finally broke the silence.

“How are you doing?”
“Great if we had just one more.”
Renee nodded.
“I …” Terri started, her eyes searching her friend’s face, the words clear in

her mind yet jumbled on her tongue. Renee stood quiet. “I really need to …
check the door for late arrivals.”

“Of course,” Renee said, her tone neutral, revealing nothing.
“I’ll catch up with you later,” and with that Terri turned from her friend and

moved quickly back around the corner toward the entrance.
Halfway across the ballroom floor she stopped. Renee was the one who took

Terri under her wing two years ago when she first got to town. She was the one
who showed her the ropes, and now was likely good-intentioned with her con-
cerns, though Terri just turned her back. She needed to talk to Renee and
explain what she was gaining, not losing. Tell her about salvation, either find-
ing it here or somewhere else, but they were going to find it.

“Hey, Terri,” a voice called from across the floor in the direction of the
entry. It was Corby. “Who does a girl have to shag in this place to get her man a
drink?”

Beside Corby stood the definition of tall, dark and handsome. Chiseled fea-
tures, soft brown eyes with a swimmer’s build, Rick Crowley was an impressive
specimen with a welcoming smile. Terri was instantly on guard, wondering
what the hell he was doing here.

As Terri approached the pair, a costumed server brushed past her from the
shadows with a tray of delectables and took Mr. Crowley’s drink request:
scotch and soda. Less than a minute later it was in his hand.

“Found him wandering around the parking lot, I did,” Corby smiled.
“Thought he was casing the place looking for a buggy to steal.”

“So they sent the muscle out after me,” Crowley flashed a dazzling grin as he
patted the saucy Brit on top of her head. He stood a good foot above her.

“I’ll show you some muscle,” Corby countered, smoothly grabbing him by
the elbow to lead him back to her alcove. “Right this way.”

“Excuse us,” Crowley said, his stare holding Terri a moment longer than it
should have. “I’ll see you shortly.”
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Ten minutes later there was a knock on the Conference Room door. Terri,
who just finished briefing Candida on the mystery guest, rose to get the door. It
was now 11:35 PM.

“I just might be in love,” Corby sighed as she entered the room, closing the
door behind her.

“What’s the story with Don Juan?” Terri fired. “I don’t recall anyone match-
ing his description from the guest list.”

“He wasn’t on the list,” Corby replied, “and he’s a harmless hound so don’t
get your panties in a wad.”

“The state of my panties is not your concern. The arrival of unplanned
guests is.”

Corby turned to Candida. “Did you just throw your voice? I could swear I
just heard your words coming out of her mouth.”

Terri was about to shoot back when Candida slapped the table and stood.
Any hint of cracking was gone, her feet firmly positioned in the lead. “That’s
enough. We have twenty-three minutes. Download, Corby. Is he a buyer?”

“Certainly has the means, and that I know from seeing him about. Made his
first fortune selling malpractice insurance to cosmetic surgeons and the like.
Now he’s working on his second as a best-selling author. Danced for him a
couple times at the club—heavy tipper, always dressed to the nines—but never
fancied him here. Anyway, prefers the Barbie bimbo type,” turning to Terri,
“he was quite smitten with you.”

Terri’s hands balled into fists but she kept her cool. “Tastes aside, why is he
here? Not our usual type.”

“On that we agree,” Corby nodded. “Always struck me as a gent with all
worlds of advisors, schooling and such but then he come and showed up out of
the blue.”

“Why?” Candida prompted.
“Like I said, he’s a hound. One of the hot-shot country club set who has

every perfect thing for every perfect life and wants more. He’s bored, rich,
handsome, can only play so much golf, so he gets his rush from pussy con-
quest.”

“And because he’s a bored, rich and handsome country clubber, we are his
conquest,” Terri continued the thought. “Strippers are storied a hard prey to
bed yet we offer little risk to complicate his world. Challenge with the inbred
discreetness of a hooker. Perfect.”

“Harsh analysis, but right on,” Corby nodded and turned back to Terri. “So
he’s got a flat picked out, but said he’s got a question for you.”
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“Bring him in,” Candida directed. It was 11:42 PM.

Running a hand through his dark curly hair, Rick Crowley did not sit, he
reclined comfortably. To his left, Corby sat expectantly while directly across
from them, Terri and Candida were postured for business. Brief introductions
and pleasantries out of the way, Candida cut to the chase.

“Mr. Crowley, I understand you have a question regarding your purchase of
a residence here at Ocean Raton.”

“I do.”
“Well, how can we be of service?”
“From what I have seen, personal service would seem to be a calling card of

your building.”
“Service, attention to detail, innovation and excellence will all be hallmarks

of Ocean Raton. What you have seen and experienced here tonight is but a
taste of what you will enjoy as a resident.”

Turning his gaze toward Terri, he reached over and leisurely patted Corby’s
hand. “If this is the appetizer, I look forward to the main course.”

With an unamused nod, Candida returned to the issue at hand. “Your ques-
tion, Mr. Crowley?”

“Well,” he exhaled, tilting his head back to Candida, “I have it on good
advice from a friend of a friend, that this will be the sort of a getaway where a
gentleman can discreetly enjoy his pleasures.”

“As I assure all of our clients, discretion and client privacy is of the utmost
importance. As long as all is above board, you will have no issue.”

“Excellent,” he smiled, the sparkle lingering a moment longer than Terri was
comfortable with, his calm, assured demeanor almost hypnotic in its purpose.
“That was the impression this friend gave, and one of the reasons I believe Dr.
Trent Riser purchased here.”

Candida shared a thin smile in return. “Mr. Crowley, as I just stated client
privacy is of the utmost importance. As such, we will not reveal nor comment
on the identity of any purchaser.”

“Well, that is my question. I would like to purchase a residence adjacent to
Dr. Riser since he and I share similar interests. What is available?”

“Out of respect for confidentiality, Mr. Crowley, I suggest you contact this
Dr. Riser to confirm whether or not he has purchased in Ocean Raton. If so,
then he can advise you as to which Sky Estate he may have secured.”

“I could do that,” Crowley sighed, “but I believe he is out of the country for
three weeks on vacation with his wife. With time zones and all, I may be able to
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catch up with him or his wife, let them know you recommended I call to con-
firm, though I wonder if she’s even aware of his purchase.”

“Mr. Crowley,” Candida insisted, “I cannot comment.”
“Of course you can’t, and please, call me Rick.”
Candida simply nodded once.
“Then I will just have to wait a few weeks until Dr. Riser returns. Then

again, things can change and you never know what might come up in the
interim.”

“Things can change, Mr. Crowley,” Terri blurted out, and before Candida
could interrupt she continued, “and that’s why you should really look closely at
Sky Estate 2103.”

“You don’t say,” Crowley grinned, turning back to Terri as Candida slid her
hand under the table and dug her nails into Terri’s thigh.

“Yes,” Terri continued, swallowing back the pain as Candida dug deeper,
“it’s exactly where you want to be.”

Crowley leaned back triumphantly. He turned to Candida with a knowing
nod, her lips pursed tight, and gave Corby an almost patronizing pat on the
shoulder. “Great, then let’s write-up the paperwork and get this deal done. I
trust you won’t argue if I insist on paying list price?”

Twelve minutes later Rick Crowley rose from the table, paperwork complete
and deposits settled. Bidding an overly gracious, “Adieu,” Corby ushered him
to the exit. As the Conference Room door closed behind them, Candida
grabbed Terri by the shoulder and spun her around so the two were standing
nose to nose.

“What the fuck was that?” Candida demanded.
“I was closing the deal.”
“You deliberately crossed the line, Winston,” Candida snarled.
“I secured our thirty-sixth contract,” Terri replied, surprised at how level

and firm her voice sounded, “and did so without directly violating any confi-
dentialities. I did nothing wrong.”

Terri could feel the steam flaring from Candida’s nostrils with each exhale.
There they stood locked in silence, ten seconds … twenty seconds … finally the
heat subsided and Candida took a step back.

“For your sake you better hope so.”
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